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negative, to be sure, but it's a powerful way to reverse the political urge 
that itches so many critical sociologists. lt might be time to put Marx's 
famous quote back on its feet: 'Social scientists have transformed the 
world in various ways; the point, however, is to interpret it.' But to 
interpret, we need to abandon the strange idea that all languages are 
translatable in the already established idiom of the social. Such a 
preparatory training is important since, as we will see in the next 
chapter, social aggregates might not be made of human ties. 

Second Source of Uncertainty: 
Action Is Overtaken 

I n most situations, we use 'social' to mean that which has already 
been assembled and acts as a whole, without being too picky on the 

precise nature of what has been gathered, bundled, and packaged 
together. When we say that 'something is social' or 'has a social 
dimension', we mobilize one set of features that, so to speak, march 
in step together, even though it might be composed of radically dif· 
ferent types of entities. This unproblematic use of the word is fine as 
long as we don't confuse the sentence 'Is social what goes together?', 
with one that says, 'social designates a particular kind of stuff'. With 
the former we simply mean that we are dealing with a routine state of 
affairs whose binding together is the crucial aspect, while the second 
designates a sort of substance whose main feature lies in its differences 
with other types of materials. We imply that some assemblages are 
built out of social stuff instead of physical, biological. or economical 
blocks, much like the houses of the Three Little Pigs were made of 
straw, wood, and stone. To avoid this confusion between the two 
meanings of social, we have to open a second source of uncertainty, 
one dealing this time with the heterogeneous nature of the ingredients 
making up social ties. 

When we act, who else is acting? How many agents are also present? 
How come I never do what l want? Why are we all held by forces that 
are not of our own making? Such is the oldest and most legitimate 
intuition of those sciences, that which has fascinated since the time 
when crowds, masses, statistical means, invisible hands, and uncon
scious drives began to replace the passions and reasons, not to men
tion the angels and demons that had pushed and pulled our humble 
souls up to then. In the previous chapter, we learned to trace social 
connections using the unexpected trails left by the controversies 
about group formation. Social scientists and actors were on par with 
each other and both raised essentially the same type of question: How 
do we know what the social world is made of? We now have to learn 
how to exploit a second source of uncertainty, one that is even tnore 
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fundamental and which resides at the heart of all the social sciences, 
namely that which sees action as not transparent. Action is not done 
under the full control of consciousness; action should rather be felt as 
a node, a knot, and a conglomerate of many surprising sets of agencies 
that have to be slowly disentangled. It is this venerable source of 
uncertainty that we wish to render vivid again in the odd expression 
of actor-net\vork. 

That we are never alone in carrying out a course of action requires 
but a few exan1ples. For instance, you have beco1ne so estranged from 
your parents by a university degree that you have become ashamed of 
how dumb they are. Reading critical sociologists, you realize that this 
is the common experience of a whole generation of 'upwardly mobile' 
young kids from 'lower class' families lacking 'cultural capital'. And 
this is when you begin to wonder who has estranged you from your 
very kin. who has 1nolded your voice, your manners, your face so 
differently from theirs? Perhaps a strange beast that pertains to no 
one in particular and who is nobody's responsibility. It is a force to 
be sure, maybe a habiflLc:.. Second, you think you are in Jove with your 
future partner. You read a statistical study of marriage patterns where 
his age, his height, his revenue, his degrees, the distance between his 
town and yours fit, within a very small margin, in the mean range of 
what thousands of other young girls are in love with at almost exactly 
the same period. So, who is in love then? Others for sure, a strange alien 
agency that does not look like you, which has no eyes, no mouth, no 
ears but which acts all the same. But how exactly? 

Villages appear to dot the landscape haphazardly until an archae
ologist excavates the ancient road networks and realizes that all the 
settlements align perfectly on some ancient causeways, simply separ
ated by the mean day march of the Roman legions. Who has created 
the settlement there? What force has been exerted? How could Caesar 
still be acting through the present landscape? Is there some other alien 
agency endowed with the long-lasting subterranean power to make 
settlers 'freely choose' the very place it has allotted them? Here again 
you wonder, and you wonder even more when you realize, watching 
the stock exchange one morning, that ten million of your fellow 
shareholders have sold the same stocks that day, as if your collective 
mimt had been solidly swayed by the invisible hand of some invisible 
giant. At the school's open-house party, you wonder why all the 
parents look eerily familiar: same clothes, same jewels, same ways of 
articulating words, same ambitions for their kids. What makes all of us 
do the same thing at the same time? In the long and variegated history 
of their disciplines, the social scientists, sociologists, historians, geog
raphers, linguists, psychologists, and economists had to multiply
like their colleagues in the natural sciences-agencies to account for 
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the complexity, diversity, and heterogeneity of action. Each had to 
find a way to tame those many aliens who barged in as uninvited 
guests in everything we seem to be doing. 

That these examples have spurred on the development of the social 
sciences is something we nowadays take for granted. And ANT wishes 
for nothing else than to inherit this tradition and this intuition. 
Action is overtaken or, as one Swedish friend transcribed this dangerous 
Hegelian expression, action is other-taken! So it is taken up by others 
and shared with the masses. It is mysteriously carried out and at 
the same time distributed to others. We are not alone in the world. 
iWe', like '1', is a wasp's nest; as the poet Rimbaud wrote: 'fe est wz 
aZLtre'. 38 

But there is a huge, an insurmountable, an abysmal gap in going 
from this intuition-action is overtaken-to the usual conclusion that 
a social force has taken over. While ANT wishes to inhelit from the 
first, it wants to inhibit the second step; it wants to show that between 
the premise and the consequence there exists a huge gap, a complete 
non sequitur. For the social sciences to regain their initial energy, it's 
crucial not to conflate all the agencies overtaking the action into some 
kind of agency-' society', 'culture', 'structure', 'fields', 'individuals', or 
whatever name they are given-that would itsel( be social. Action 
should ren1ain a surprise, a n1ediation, an event. It is for this reason 
that we should begin, here again, not from the 'determination of 
action by society', the 'calculative abilities of individuals', or the 
'power of the unconscious' as we would ordinarily do, but rather 
from the under-determination o( action, from the uncertainties and 
controversies about who and what is acting when 'we' act-and 
there is of course no way to decide whether this source of uncertainty 
resides in the analyst or in the actor. If we have to readily accept the 
central intuition of social sciences-if not there would be no reason to 
call oneself a 'social' scientist-we should move very slowly so as to 
remove the poison that is secreted when this intuition is transformed 
into 'something social' that carries out the acting. Contrary to what so 
many 'social explanations' seem to imply, the two arguments not only 
don't follow one another, but they are in complete contradiction with 

38 'Behveen the acting of a drtadful thing 
And the iirst motion, all the intNim is 
Llke a phantasma or a hideous dream 
The genius and the mortal instruments 
Are then in counsel, and the state of man 
Like a linle kingdom, suffers then 
The nature of an insurrection" 

Brutus in Shakespt'are, juliiJ.s Caesar, ll. i. 63-69. 
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one another. Since that which makes us act is not made of social stu if, 
it can be associated together in new ways 39 

An actor is what is made to act by many others 

An 'actor' in the hyphenated expression actor,network is not the 
source of an action but the moving target of a vast array of entities 
swarming toward it. To retrieve its multiplicity, the simplest solution is 
to reactivate the metaphors implied in the word actor that !have used 
so far as an unproblematic placeholder. 

lt is not by accident that this expression, like that of 'person', comes 
from the stage. Far from indicating a pure and unproblematic source of 
action, they both lead to puzzles as old as the institution of theater 
itself-as Jean, Paul Sartre famously showed in his portrait of the garron 
d<' cafe who no longer knows the difference between his 'authentic self' 
and his 1Social role. 40 To use the word 'actor' tneans that it's never 
clear who and what is acting when we act since an actor on stage is 
never alone in acting. Play,acting puts us immediately into a thick 
imbroglio where tlw question of who is carrying out the action has 
become unfathomable. As soon as the play starts, as Irwin Goffman 
has so often showed, nothing is certain: ls this for real? ls it fake? 41 

Does the audience's reaction count? What about the lighting? What is 
the backstage crew doing? Is the playwright's message faithfully trans, 
ported or hopelessly bungled? Is the character carried over? And if so, 
by what? What are the partners doing? Where is the prompter? lf we 
accept to unfold the metaphor, the very word actor directs our allen, 
lion to a complete dislocation of the action, warning us that it is not a 
coherent, controlled, well,rotmded, and clean,edged affair. By defin, 
ilion, action is dislocated42 Action is borrowed, distributed, suggested, 
influenced, dominated, betrayed, translated. lf an actor is said to be an 
actor,network, it is first of all to underline that it represents the major 
source of uncertainty about the origin of action-the turn of the word 
'network' will come in due time. Like Jesus on the cross, it is of the 

:,,-, This is the exact opposite of the limitation propo~ed very senslhly by \Veber: 'Action 
is sociaJ in so far as, by virtue of the subiective meaning attached to it by the acting 
individual (or individuals}, it takes account of the beha\ior of others and ls thereby 
oriented in its course.' 1\lax YVeber ( 194 7). The Theory o(Social dnd Ewnmnic Or;gauizutfmi, 
p. 88. 

40 The famous episode is inJean~Paul Sartre (1993)1 Heiug aud Nothfnsuess. 
41 Many examples have been made famous in Erving Gottman (1959), The PresentiJtiOJJ 

o(5el(in Everyday Lifi'. 
41 'Dislocal' as proposed in Fran<;ois Cooren (2001), The Organizing Property o(Com

rJ JHJ JioJtim 1. 
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actor that one should always say: 'Forgive them Father, they know not 
what they do.' 

lt's not because there is some hesitation about the source of action 
that we have to hurry to say where it springs from, taking for instance 
the 'global forces of society', the 'transparent calculations of the self', 
the 'inner passions of the heart', the 'intentionality of the person', the 
'gnawing scruples of moral consciousness', 'the roles given to us by 
social expectations', or 'bad faith'. Uncertainty should remain uncer, 
tain throughout because we don't want to rush into saying that actors 
may not know what they are doing, but that we, the social scientists, 
know that there exists a social force 'making them do' things unwit, 
tingly. Inventing a hidden social drive, an unconscious, would be 
a sure way of reintroducing this ether of the social that we try to 
dispense with. Not because actors know what they are doing and social 
sctentists don't, but because both have to remain puzzled by the 
identity of the participants in any course of action if they want to 
assemble them again. 

It's precisely because the social is not yet made that sociologists of 
associations should keep as their most cherished treasure all the traces 
that manifest the hesitations actors themselves feel about the 'drives' 
that make them act. It is the only way to render productive again the 
central intuition of the social sciences-before it gets sterilized into an 
argument about the action a( some social stuff. This is why we should 
paradoxically take all the uncertainties, hesitations, dislocations, and 
puzzlements as our foundation. Just as actors are constantly engaged 
by others in group formation and destruction (the first uncertainty), 
they engage in providing controversial accounts for their actions as 
well as for those of others. Here again, as soon as the decision is made 
to proceed in this direction, traces become innumerable and no study 
will ever stop for lack of information on those controversies. Every 
single interview, narrative, and comn1entary, no matter how trivial 
it may appear, will provide the analyst with a bewildering array of 
entities to account for the hows and whys of any course of action. 
Social scientists will fall asleep long before actors stop deluging them 
with data. 

The mistake we must learn to avoid is listening distractedly to these 
convoluted productions and to ignore the queerest, baroque, and most 
idiosyncratic terms offered by the actors, following only those that 
have currency in the rear,world of the sociaL Alas, this mistake is 
made so often that it passes for good scientific method, producing 
most of the artifacts of social explanations. When a criminal says, 'lt is 
not my fault, !had bad parents', should we say that 'society made her a 
criminal' or that 'she is trying to escape her own personal culpability 
by diluting it in the anonymity of society' -as Mrs Thatcher would 
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have certainly commented. But the criminal said nothing of that sort. 
She simply said, 'I had bad parents.' Bad parenting, if we take it 
seriously, is not automatically translatable into something else and 
certainly not into society-and she did not say 'castrating mother' 
either. We have to resist the idea that there exists somewhere a die· 
tionary where all the variegated words of the actors can be translated 
into the few words of the social vocabulary43 Will we have the courage 
not to substitute an unknown expression for a well-known one? Here 
lies the most morally, politically, and scientifically relevant difference 
between the two sociologies. 

Even more difficult is when a pilgrim says, 'l came to this monastery 
because I was called by the Virgin Mary.' How long should we resist 
smiling smugly, replacing at once the agency of the Virgin by the 
'obvious' delusion of an actor 'finding pretext' in a religious icon to 
'hide' one's own decision? Critical sociologists will answer: 'Just as far 
as to be polite, it's bad manners to sneer in the presence of the inform
ant.' A sociologist of associations meanwhile must learn to say: 'As 
long as possible in order to seize the chance offered by the pilgrim to 
fathom the diversity of agencies acting at once in the world.' lf it is 
possible to discover today that 'the Virgin' is able to induce pilgrims to 
board a train against all the scmples that tie them to home, that is a 
miracle indeed

44 
When a famous soprano says, 'It is my voice who 

tells me when to stop and when to begin', how quickly should the 
sociologist jump to the conclusion that the singer offers here a 'typical 
case' of 'false consciousness', artists being always too ready to take 
what is of their own making as the fetish that makes them do things?45 

ls it not abundantly clear that this singer should not be listened to but 
instead 'freed from her own delusion' by the courageous exposition of 
her lies. Down with Muses and other undocumented aliens! And yet, 
the soprano did say that she shared her life with her voice that made 
hrr do certain things. Are we able to treasure this odd way of speaking 
or not? It was very precise, very revealing, very telling, and also very 
moving. Is not being moved, or rather, put into motion bv the inform
ants exactly what we should mean by an enquiry? 

4
-' A powerful example of this rmance lias been provided by drng addicts when they 

moved from being' patit'nts' or 'delinq11ents' to 'drug·users'. On thts see Emilie Go mart 
(1999), Surpn"sed bf-' Methadone. T"hi!se de doct(trat_, EmtHe Gornart (2002}. 'Methadone: Six 
Effects in Search of a Snbstance' as well as the argument made inlsaOClle Stengers ( 1991}, 
Drogues, le dr!fi lmllundafs. 

44 
I am fLlllowing here the 111arvello11s lesson in method~ provided In Elizabeth Clav~ 

erie (2003), Les Guerres de la Vierge: Une anthropolosrie des apparition..">. See also Patricia de 
Aquino (1998}_, 'La mort cteiaite. Rites htnE-rain.'~ dtJ candombiE-'. 

4
s jtJ lia Varady in Bruno Monsatngeon's tllm, Le <llmJt pussfdf, dir. Bruno Monsain· 

geon (ldE-,otle Andience, 19981. 
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The painful lesson we must learn is exactly the opposite of what is 
still being taught all over the world under the name of a 'social 
explanation', namely we must not substitute a surprising but precise 
c·xpression that is the well-known repertoire of the social which is 
!llpposed to be hidden behind it. We have to resist pretending that 
·lt'tors have only a language while the analyst possesses the meta· 
language in which the first is 'embedded'. As I said earlier, analysts 
are allowed to possess only some in{Ta-language whose role is simply to 
help them become attentive to the actors' own fully developed meta· 
language, a reflexive account of what they are saying. ln most cases, 
social explanations are simply a superfluous addition that, instead of 
revealing the forces behind what is said, dissimulates what has been 
said, as Garfinkel has never tired of showing. 46 And it is no use claim· 
ing that natural scientists also keep adding hidden entities in order to 
make sense of phenomena. When natural scientists invoke invisible 
entities, it is to account for the trickiest details of the matter at hand, 
not to look away from embarrassing information to less recalcitrant 
ones! 

Of course, there exist perfectly respectable reasons for this confusion 
as l briefly indicated already: the political agenda of many social 
theorists has taken over their libido sciendi. They considered that 
their real duty was not so much to inventory active agencies in the 
world as to clean out the many forces that, in their eyes, are cluttering 
the world and that maintain people in a state of alienation-'Virgins' 
and 'fetishes' being among the worst offenders. The task of emancipa· 
tion to which they have devoted themselves requires that they rarefy 
the number of acceptable entities. So they think they are entitled to 
change their job description, forgetting that their duty is not to decide 
how the actors should be made to act, but rather to retrace the many 
different worlds actors are elaborating for one another. At which point 
they begin deciding for themselves what is an acceptable list of entities 
to make up the social world. But it seems obvious that a policy aimed 
at artificially withdrawing from the world most of the entities to be 
taken into account cannot clailn to lead to en1ancipation. 

What is even more dangerous in the inconsiderate acceptance of 
hidden variables is to shift from the sociolo&'Y of the social to critical 
sociology47 This is the only discipline that finds itself scientific when 

46 An ethno-method is the discover~,t that mernhcrs possess a complete vocabulary and 
a complete sodal theory for \111derstandiltg their behavior. Seep. 57 

47 It comes tnto existE-nce when the acceplable limits of social theory are exaggerated 
to the point where the existence of society is taken as stronger than tile existence of 
everything else, inclltding law, religion, economics, science, and technology~ thm re
versing tlte order of explanatimt and transforming all the actnrs itt to so many \ictims of 
illnsiom. At this potnl, critical sociology becomes tndbtin)j\tishable from conspirac;-' 
theory, I hat is, a hybrid of tile two most extreme f()rrns uf scepticism and gullibility. 
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it not only ignores data and replaces it with uncontroversial data from 
already assembled social forces, but also when it takes the indignant 
reactrons of those who are thus 'explained' as what proves the unbear
able truth of the critics' interpretations. At this point sociology stops 
being empirical and becomes 'vampirical'. It's the great tragedy of the 
social sciences that this lesson was not heeded and that critical sociolo
gists still consider as their treasure what they should rather be ashamed 
of. namely confusing what obfuscates data with what is revealed by it. 
Would you qualify as 'scientific' a discipline that puts to one side the 
precise information offered by fieldwork and replaces it by instances of 
other things that are invisible and those things people have not said and 
have vocally denied? For once, it's sociologists of associations who are 
following common sense. For them, controversies about agencies have 
to be deployed to the full, no matter how difficult it is so as not to 
simplify in advance the task of assembling the collective. 

This does not mean that we should abstain from alluding to hidden 
variables forever, or that we have to believe that actors live the pristine 
clarity of some ego cogito in full command of their own actions. Quite 
the contrary, we have just seen that the most powerful insight of social 
sciences is that other agencies over which we have no control make us 
do things. ln the next chapter, we will have many occasions to see how 
action is distributed among agents, very few of whom look like hu
mans."" The reason why we want to be cautious with any social 
explanation is for the simple fact that hidden variables have become 
packaged in such a way that there is no control window to check what 
is inside. Explaining in 'instant sociology' has become a cinch, much 
like 'instant psychoanalysis'. Their accounts have become as impos
sible to probe and repair as a black-boxed electronic appliance. It's 
because the very success of social explanations has rendered them so 
cheap that we now have to increase the cost and the quality control on 
what counts as a hidden force!9 

An enquiry into practical metaphysics 

lf we call metaphysics the discipline inspired by the philosophical 
tradition that purports to define the basic structure of the world, 

4
b At the end of Part IJ, v·:e will encounter the strange figure of the 'plasma', which 

takes the bottom out of any botton, line when accounting for action. 
49 

It also mea11s that there might be many other ways for an agency to be hidden than 
slnqJly acting from bchllid and from the outside. Ethnomethodologisls have now made 
familiar the famous for111ula 'seen but not noticed' and we will soon meet another one: 
to be made to act. 
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then empirical metaphysics is what the controversies over agencies lead 
to since they ceaselessly populate the world with new drives and, as 
ceaselessly, contest the existence of others50 The question then be
comes how to explore the actors' own metaphysics. Sociologists of the 
social have answered by abstaining from metaphysics altogether and 
by cutting all relations with philosophy, that fanciful and non empir
ical discipline which represents the lowly infancy of the now mature 
social sciences. They have also strictly limited the set of agencies 'really 
acting' in the world so as to free actors from their delusion, prepare the 
ground for social engineering on a grand scale, and smooth the path 
toward nlodernization. 51 

lt is no wonder that this program ended up going nowhere. As 
anthropologists have tirelessly shown, actors incessantly engage in 
the most abstruse metaphysical constructions by redefining all the 
elements of the world. Only a researcher trained in the conceptual 
calisthenics offered by the philosophical tradition could be quick, 
strong, daring, and pliable enough to painstakingly register what 
they have to say. Agency is about the most difficult problem there is 
in philosophy. How could enquirers listen to a housewife, a clerk, a 
pilgrim, a criminal, a soprano, and a CEO and still succeed in following 
what they express if they had no Hegel, no Aristotle, no Nietzsche, no 
Dewey, no Whitehead to help them? Have those writers not done 
quite a lot of useful work to open up what an agency could be? lt 
does not mean that philosophers will know better, go deeper, be more 
profound than social scientists, nor does it mean that they will provide 
sociology with its 'foundation' or indulge in 'meta-theory'. lt means 
that cutting the social sciences from the reservoirs of philosophical 
innovations is a recipe to make sure that no one will ever notice the 
metaphysical innovations proposed by ordinary actors- which often 
go beyond those of professional philosophers. And the situation will 
be even worse if social scientists not only abstain from metaphysics, 
but take as their duty to cling to the most limited list of agencies, 
ceaselessly translating the indefinite production of actors into their 

so Most social scientists would adamantly resist the idea that they have to indulge in 
metaphysics to define the social. Bul such an attitude means nothing more than sticking 
to one metaphysics, usually a very poor one thai in no \\'ay ran pay justice to the 
multiplicity of fundamental questions raised by ordinary actors. No one has gone further 
In criticizing this move than Tarde, especially in Tarde lvfunadolo,).,rie et sociologic. 

51 A telling example of this confusion is provided by Ramiall Collins's 'social hislory' 
of philosophers i.n Randall Collins (1998), The wciulogy o(philosvphies: '' glolla/ theory of 
intellecttwl change. At no point does he realize that the philosophers whose ideas he is 
'explaining' have dozens more arguments about what is a sodety, what is an influence, 
what is a group. To stick to the same impoverished meta-language for all the phllo~ 
sophers throughout history does not prove thai one provides a social explanation of 
those philosophies. 
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short one. Actors have many philosophies but sociologists think they 
should stick to only a few. Actors fill the world with agencies while 
sociologists of the social tell them which building blocks their world is 
'really' made of. That they often do this for high-minded reasons, to be 
'politically relevant', to be' critical' for the good of the actors they wish 
to 'free from the shackle of archaic powers', does not reassure me. Even 
if it were excellent politics, which it is not as we shall see, it would still 
be bad science. 

There is, of course, a nwre respectable and practical reason to lintit 
in advance the list of agencies that make actors do things. Apart from 
the social theorists' infatuation with emancipation politics, it is the 
sheer difficulty of following their proliferation. And it is true that to 
ask enquirers to indulge in empirical metaphysics, to send them trot
ting behind the actors theruselves, is no easy task. However, if agencies 
are hulUlllerable, controversies about agency have a nice way of order
ing themselves. The solution is the same as with the former source of 
uncertainty: although there exists an indefinite list of groups, we 
could devise a small list of handles allowing the sociologist to move 
from one group formation to the next. ln the same way, 1 think it is 
possible to propose a limited set of grips to follow the ways in which 
actors credit or discredit an agency in tbe accounts they provide about 
what makes them act. 

It might still appear paradoxical, although less so as this book pro
ceeds, but feeding off controversies offers a much safer way than the 
implausible task of setting up a priori, and in the actors' stead, what 
groups and which agencies will, from now on, be allowed to fill the 
soda! world. Once again, displacement from one frame of reference to 
the next allows for more freedom of movement than any absolute or 
arbitrary viewpoilll. And to take up again the metaphor of a travel 
guide, freedom of movement becomes crucial-even if it is to force the 
traveler to proceed even more slowly! 

A list to map out controversies over agency 

Although we never know for sure who and what is making us act, we 
can define a list of features which are always present in contradictory 
argutnents about what has happened: agencies are part of an account; 
they are given a figure of some sort; they are opposed to other com
peting agencies; and, finally, they are acc-ompanied by some explicit 
theory of action. 

First, agencies are nlways presented in au account as doing smuethiug, 
that is, ntakiug sonte difference to a state of affairs, transfonuiug smne 
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As into Bs through trials with Cs. 52 Without accounts, without trials, 
wi.lhout differences, without transformation in some state of affairs, 
th<~re is no meaningful argument to be made about a given agency, no 
d<:,tet:table frame of reference. An invisible agency that makes no dif
~:·('T'(~nce, produces no transfonnatiou, leaves no trace, and enters no 
!l,(.;;(lunt is not an agency. Period. Either it does something or it does not. 
llyou mention an agency, you have to provide the account of its action, 
;mtl to do so you need to make more or less explicit which trials have 
jl!'<!>dUced which observable traces-which does not mean, of course, 
lh<l.t you have to speak about it, speech being only one of the many 
IJ••I.J.aviors able to generate an account and far from the most frequent 5

3 

Tl:liS seems obvious enough and yet worth pointing out to those intoxi
(:ated with too many invisible and unaccountable social forces. In ANT, 
lt IS not permitted to say: 'No one mentions it. I have no proof but 1 
know there is some hidden actor at work here behind the scene.' This is 
Ol!Ispiracy theory, not social theory. The presence of the social has to be 
,1;\;momtrated each time anew; it can never be simply postulated. If it 
h~:~.S no vehicle to travel, it won't move an inch, it will leave no trace, it 
\'\r.On't be recorded in any sort of docuruent. Even to detect Polonius 
he hind the arras that became his shroud, tbe Prince of Denmark needed 
to hear the squeak of a rat. 
, · Second, if agency is one thing, its fip~ration is another. What is doing 

the action is always provided in the account with some flesh and 
features that make them have some form or shape, no matter how 
vague. 'Figuration' is one of those tedmical terms I need to introduce 
to' break the knee-jerk reactions of 'social explanation' because it is 
essential to grasp that there exist many more figures than anthropo
morphic ones. This is one of the many cases where sociology has to 
accept to become more abstract. To endow an agency with anonymity 
gives it exactly as much a figure as when it is endowed with a name, a 
nose, a voice, or a face. It's just making it ideo- instead of anthropo
morphic. Statistical aggregates obtained from a questionnaire and 
given a label-like A and B types in the search for the causes of heart 
disease-are as concrete as 'my red-faced sanguine neighbor who died 
last Saturday from a stroke while planting his turnips because he ate 
too much fat'. To say 'culture forbids having kids out of wedlock' 
requires, in tenus of figuration, exactly as much work as saying 'tny 
future mother-in-law wants me to marry her daughter'. To be sure the 

52 Accountability is a nucial aspect of ethnomethodology as well; it vvill become a 
textual account in Chaptei 5. 

SJ The notion of tJial of stJength is developed at length in Bnmo L1.tom (1988), 
lm'ductions. TJiai------t'prcuvcs~tlas also become the key notion of tlw mOial sociology 
developed by Luc Boltanski, See Boltanski and Thf>vennt, On Justifi.<:ation. 
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first figuration (anonymous) is different from the second one (my 
mother-in-law), but they both give a figure, a form, a cloth, a flesh to 
an agency forbidding me or forcing me to do things. As far as the 
question of figuration is concerned, there is no reason to say that the 
first is a 'statistical abstraction' while the other would be a 'concrete 
actor'. Individual agencies, too, need abstract figurations. When 
people complain about 'hypostasizing' society, they should not forget 
that my mother-in-law is also a hypostasis-and so are of course 
individuals and calculative agents as much as the infamous Invisible 
Hand. This is exactly what the words 'actor' and 'person' n1ean: no one 
knows how many people are simultaneously at work in any given 
individual; conversely, no one knows how much individuality there 
can be in a cloud of statistical data points. Figuration endows them 
with a shape but not necessarily in the manner of a smooth portrait by 
a figurative painter. To do their job, sociologists need as much variety in 
'drawing' actors as there are debates about figuration in modern and 
contemporary art. 

To break away from the influence of what could be called 'figurative 
sociology', ANT uses the technical word actant that comes from the 
study of literature. Here are four ways to figure out the same actant: 
'Imperialism strives for unilateralism'; 'The United States wishes to 
withdraw from the UN'; 'Bush Junior wishes to withdraw from the 
UN'; 'Many officers from the Army and two dozen neo-con leaders 
want to withdraw from the UN.' That the first is a structural trait, the 
second a corporate body, the third an individual, the fourth a loose 
aggregate of individuals makes a big difference of course to the 
account, but they all provide different figurations of the same actions. 
None of the four is more or less 'realist', 'concrete', 'abstract', or 
'artificial' than the others. They simply lead to the entrenchment of 
different groups ;md thus helps to solve the first uncertainty about 
group formation. The great difficulty in ANT is not to be intimidated 
by the type of figuration: ideo-, or techno-, or bio-morphisms are 
'morphis1n' just as n1uch as the incarnation of son1e actant into a 
single individual. 

Because they deal with fiction, literary theorists have been much 
freer in their enquiries about figuration than any social scientist, 
especially when they have used semiotics or the various narrative 
sciences, This is because, for instance in a fable, the san1e actant can 
be made to act through the agency of a magic wand, a dwarf, a thought 
in the fairy's mind, or a knight killing two dozen dragons54 Novels, 

::.
4 It woold be fairly accurate to liescribe ANT as being half Garfinkel and half Greimas:: 

it has simply combined two of the most interesting intellectual movements on both 
sides of the Atlantic and has found ways to tap the inner reflexivity of both actor's 
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1lliays, and films from classical tragedy to comics provide a vast play
~:n~:mnd to rehearse accounts of what makes us act. 55 For this reason, 
<HJCe the difference between actant and agency is understood, various 
S(~n.tences such as '1noved by your own interest', 'taken over by social 
~nli:tation', 'victin1s of social structure', 'carried over by routine',. 
"\:ailed by God', 'overcome by destiny', 'made by your own will', 
''lld.d up my norms', and 'explained by capitalism' become fully com
pamble. They are simply different ways to make actors do things, the 
<!iV<~.rsity of which is fully deployed without having to sort in advance 

· 'true' agencies from the 'false' ones and without having to assume 
that they are all translatable in the repetitive idiom of the social. 
· This is why ANT has borrowed from narrative theories, not all of 
their arguments and jargon to be sure, but their freedom of move
ll'l.ent. It is for the same reason we refuse to be cut off from philosophy. 
[t is not that sociology is fiction or because literary theorists would 
know more than sociologists, but because the diversity of the worlds of 
fi(tion invented on paper allow enquirers to gain as much pliability 
and range as those they have to study in the real wor ld

56 
It is only 

through some continuous familiarity with literature that ANT sociolo
gi.sts might become less wooden, less rigid, less stiff in their definition 
11f what sort of agencies populate the world. Their language may begin 
t'O gain as much inventiveness as that of the actors they try to follow
iJ,lso because actors, too, read a lot of novels and watch a lot of TV! lt is 
only by constantly comparing complex repertoires of action that soci
c!logists may become able to register data-a task that seems always 
very hard for the sociologists of the social who have to filter out 
everything which does not look in advance like a uniformed 'social 
actor'. Recording not filtering out, describing not disciplining, these are 
the Laws and the Prophets. 

accounts and of texts. The classic work in semiotics is best summarized in Algirdas Julien 
Greim as and Joseph Courtt?s (1982), Semiotics and Languoge: an Analytkal Dictionary. For a 
recent presentation see Jacques Fontanille ( 1998), SimiotilJUe dH discours. 

ss For some magnificent examples of the metaphysical freedom of semiotlcians, see 
Louis Marin (1989), Opaciti de Ia peinture: Essais sur Ia representation; Louis Marin (1992), 
Des pouvoirs de /'image: G/oses; and Louis Marin (2001) ,On Representation. Although an 
enemy of semioticlans, Thomas Pavel (2003), La pensie da roman shows the incompar
able freedom of movement of literary theorists. 

56 See Thomas Pavel (1986), Fictional Worlds. 
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Richard Powers on what is a firm 
ln his novel Gain, Richard Powers (1998: 349-350) portrays the CEO 
of a big company as he is trying to prepare a pep talk to his staff: 

'To 111Jke a profit. To m(1ke a consistent profit. To make a profit in tht.' long 
ron. To make a living. To make things. To make things in the most eco~ 
nomical way. To make the greatest number of things. To make thhlgs that 
last the lo1lgest. To make things for the longest possible time. To make 
things that people need. To make things that people desire. To make people 
desire things. To give meaninghd employment. To give reliable employ~ 
ment. To give people something to do. To do something. To provide the 
greatest food for the greatest number. To p1omote the general welfare. To 

I 
provide for the common defense. To increase the value of the common 
stock. To pay a regular dividend. To maximize the net worth of tile firm. 

~ To advance the lot of all tile stakeholders. To grow. To progress. To expand. 

I 
To increase knowllow. To increase revenues and to decrease costs. To get the 
job dmte !l1ore cheaply. To compete efficiently. To buy low and sell high. To 

' improve the hand that hnmankind has been dealt. To prodnce the next 
ronnd of technological innov,1tions. To rationalize nature. To hnprove the 
landscape. To shatter space and arrest time. To see what the human race can 
do. Tn amass the country's retirement pension. To amass the capital re~ 
quired to do anything we want to do. To discover wl1at we want to do. To 
\racate the premises before the sun dies one To make life a little easier. 
To make people a little wealthier. To make people a little happier. To bnild 
a better torrlorrow. To kick sometlling back into the kitty. Tt) facilitate the 
flow of capitaL To preserve the corporation. To do business. To stay in 
business. To fig11re ont the purpose of business.' 

Third, actors also engage in criticizing other agencies accused of 
being fake, archaic, absurd, irrational, artificial, or illusory. In the 
same way group performation maps out for the benefit of the enquirer 
the anti-groups making up their social world, accounts of agency will 
constantly add new entities while withdrawing others as illegitimate. 
Thus, each actor will map out for the benefit of the analyst the empir
ical metaphysics to which they are both confronted. Now let us exam
ine the following statements: 'l refuse to be taken over by the general 
opinion which is pure propaganda anyway'; 'You are thinking like 
your whole generation'; 1Social stn1cture is an e1npty tern1, there exists 
only individual action'; 'God is not talking to you, iinarns are talking 
in His place'; 'Market forces are 1nuch wiser than bureaucrats'i 'Your 
unconscious has betrayed itself through this clever slip of the tongue'; 
'l prefer wild salmon to mankind.' 57 It's as if each of these sentences 

Quoted in Christelle Gramaglia ~200.S), 'La mise en cause enviionnementale 
comme piincipe d'assnciation. Casuistiqtie des affai1es tie pollution des eaux'. 
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W<lS making some additions and subtractions to the list of agencies 
etldowed with a legitimate role in the world. 

The only thing that can stop the enquiry is the decision by analysts 
10 choose among these moves the ones that they deem more reason
libk, This does not mean that social scientists are powerless, that they 
111'1.' always on the leash of their informants. However, if they want to 
propose an alternative metaphysics, they have to first engage in the 
world-making activities of those they study. It will not be enough to 

that they-the analysts-know in advance who the actors really 
ill<,! and what makes them really act. Neither will it do to disguise this 
sort of voluntarily blindness as a claim for reflexivity. Too often, social 
sdentists-and especially critical sociologists-behave as if they were 
''critical', 'reflexive', and 'distanced' enquirers 1neeting a 'naive', 'nn~ 
I.Tltical', and 'un-reflexive' actor. But what they too often mean is that 
!IJ(;y tramlate the many expressions of their infomtants into their own 
voc1bulary of social forces. The analyst simply repeats what the social 
world is already made of; actors simply ignore the fact that they have 
·wen 1nentioned in the analyst's account. 58 

Fourth, actors are also able to propose their own t/Ieuries o(action to 
\!Xplain how agencies' effects are carried over. 59 Being full-blown re
flexive and skillful metaphysicians, actors-as ANT's new default pos
iHon proposes-also have their own meta-theory about how agency 
<l.Cts and more often than not it leaves the traditional metaphysician 
lotally bewildered. They will not only enter into a controversy over 
which agency is taking over but also on the ways in which it is making 
its influence felt. And here again, the ma[or distinction will be to 
decide whether the agency--once provided with existence. figuration, 
and opponents-is treated as an intermediary or as a mediator. In both 
<:ases, the outcome of the actor's account will be deeply different."" 
·. It is crucial for what follows to understand that this difference cuts 
across all agencies, no mntter what their fl.guratiort is. A so~called 'an~ 
onymous and cold field of forces' can be made to euler the account as a 
mediator, while a close, individual, 'wann', 'lhTed in' intentional 

Si> And as we will learn when dealing with the fifth uncertainly, since the acto1's 
pres~mce 01 opinion has made no tiiffeJcnce in the analy:.t's account, they are not leal 
actors and have liteJally not been 'taken into account'. Thus, society, in the ANT seme, 
has not been reassembled and there is no chance whatsl)evei for such a snciolot,':' nf the 
social to have any pollticaiieleYance. 

s9 So fa! social scientists have taken it as their dutv to choDSP which one of those 
theories of actinn is right anti thus lnleivening tiiiectly,into the controveJsies instead of 
deploying them. This is the originality of Thevenot's enteiprise: to IOJP out the various 
regimes of action simultaneously at \Voik amnng ordinary nwmbers. See Lau1ent ThE-ve~ 
no.t (2002), '\Vhich wad to ftJIInw? The moial cnmplexit}' of an "equipptd'' huJ11,1Ility'. 

&J As in the first unceJtainty, SL>eial tht'Diists, philosophers, psychologists, and social 
psychologists will he1e add to the contwv~rsie.s their 0\'-'11 veJsinns. A gond example is 
p!O\ideti by the disptites Jbout the existence of ,1 calculative individual. 
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person may be played out as a mere intermediary. The choice of a 
figuration, in other words. is a bad predictor of which theory of action 
will be invoked. What counts is not the t;ve of figures but the range of 
mediators one is able to deploy. This is what has so confused the 
debates among the various schools of social sciences: they have 
insisted too much on which agency to choose and not enough on how 
each of them was supposed to act. It may happen that if one declares, 
'the state of productive forces determines the state of social represen
tations', then this becomes 1110re active, that is, it generates more 
mediators than the apparently local, concrete, 'lived' and 'existential' 
sentence: 'Individual human action is always intentional.' Intention
ality, if used to carry meaning as an intermediary, will do less than the 
more abstract and global 'state of productive forces', provided that this 
agency is treated as a mediator. 6 So, figuration and theory of action 
are two different items in the list and should not be conf!ated with one 
another. If they are, the enquirer will be tempted to privilege some 
figurations as being 'more concrete' and others as 'more abstract', thus 
falling back into the legislative and policing role of the sociologists of 
the social and abandoning the firm ground of relativism 62 

How to make someone do something 

If we decide to accept this second source of uncertainty, then sociology 
becomes the discipline that respects the dislocation inherent in mak
ing scnneone do somethin.g. In most theories of action, there is no such 
dislocation because the second term is predicted by the first: 'Give me 
the cause and I will have the effect.' But this is not the case when the 
two terms are taken as mediators. for intermediaries, there is no 
mystery since inputs predict outputs fairly well: nothing will be pre
sent in the effect that has not been in the cause. But there is always a 
problem with this apparently scientific way of speaking. If it were 
really the case that input predicts output, then it would be better to 
disregard the effects and be attentive to the causes where everything 
interesting has already happened-at least potentially. For mediators, 
the situation is different: causes do not allow effects to be deduced as 

"

1 Fur instance, the tyrpically postmodern slogan 'I insist on specificity, locality, pectJ~ 
liarity' may b€ as complacent as it is empty, while a 'Great Narrative' may trigger more 
acting voices in the end. Once again, the difference is nnt in the ft(,'Ures that are chosen, 
but in the relative proportion of mediatms allowed to exist. 

62 To detect thost' differences we need a benchmark of texhJ<-Jl qoality that allov .. 's us to 
meJS1JTe. so to speak, the relative density of mediators 0\'er intermediaries, something 
like taking the temperature of the textual account. A.s we will see in re,..iewing the fifth 
::.ource of uncertainty, this will beco!l1e a shibboleth for obiectivity. 
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th<:y are simply offering occasions, circumstances, and precedents. As 
ll trcs.ult, lots of surprising aliens may pop up in between. 63 

Such a distinction affects all agencies, whether it is the one whose 
ti~uration seems 'abstract'-like 'state of productive forces' -or 'con
<:r,ll:'-like 'my friend julie'. As long as they are treated as causes 
simply transported through intermediaries, nothing will be added by 
til.<; vehicles chosen to carry their effect forward. Causes, in such a 
sinmge and very archaic theology, are supposed to create things ex 
ni11ilo. But if vehicles are treated as mediators triggering other medi
:uors, then a lot of new and unpredictable situations will ensue (they 
n1ake things do ather things than what was expected). Again it might 
lor>k like hair-splitting, but the differences in the type of cartography 
<He immense. The first solution draws maps of the world which are 
o:omposed of a few agencies, followed by trails of consequences which 
are never much more than effects, expressions, or reflections of some~ 
i.lJi,ng else. The second solution, the one preferred by ANT, pictures a 
world made of concatenations a( mediators where each point can be said 

·to fully act. 64 Thus, the key question for a social science is to decide 
whether it tries to deduce from a few causes as many of the effects that 
were there 'in potentia', or whether it tries to replace as many causes as 
possible by a series of actors-such is the technical meaning that the 
word 'network' will later take. 

This point is horrendously difficult but for now it can be simplified 
through the use of a vignette. Sociologists are often accused of treating 
actors like so many puppets manipulated by social forces. But it ap
pears that puppeteers, much like sopranos, possess pretty different 
ideas about what it is that makes their puppets do things. Although 
marionettes offer, it seems, the most extreme case of direct causality
just follow the strings-puppeteers will rarely behave as having total 
control over their puppets. They will say queer things like 'their mar
ionettes suggest them to do things they will have never thought 

o.; That this Js tnJe also of experiments, \'>'e haw learned from science sh1dies st;uting 
Mth Harry Collins (1985 ), C!wnsins Order. Replication MJd fnduction fn Scientific Practice 
and his most recent bouk, Harry Collins (2004), (fmvity's Shadow.· The Seard1 fOr Gradlii~ 
tiomii H-'m'cs, but also from ethnomethodology, see Michael Lynch (1985), Art nnd 
Artifact in Lobomtdr}' Science: A Stud.v of Shof! l·1/(Jrk and Shop Tolk in a Rese(Jrc!I L~1f)oratory 
and Garfmkel in Harold Garfinkel, Michael Lynch and Eric Livingston (1981 \, 'The Work 
of a Discovering Science Constn1ed \-\ith Materials from the Optically Discovered Pulsar'. 
Actually, it was the early realization of the real complexity of the causal connections in 
the most formatted settings of nahHal sciences that rendered totally mool the descrip
tion of action in social sciences. This transformation of the d11ties of social sciences 
because of the shidy of natl.lfal ones has been detected in Isabelle $tengers (20CH)), Tl1f 
lr1ve1Jtia!J o(Madem Scfellce. 

64 In Delem.e''i parlance, the first has 'realized potentials', the second 'actualized 
virt1Jalities '. For a presentation of this opposition of concepts, see Fraw;ois Zowabkhvi\i 
(2003), Le vocabui(Jirc de Deimzc. 
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possible by themselves' 65 When a force manipulates another, it does 
not mean that it is a cause generating effects; it can also be an occasion 
for other things to start acting. The hand still hidden in the Latin 
etymology of the word 'manipulate' is a sure sign of full control as 
well as alack o{it. So who is pulling the strings? Well, the puppets do in 
addition to their puppeteers. It does not mean that puppets are con
trolling their handlers-this would be simply reversing the order of 
causality-and of course no dialectic will do the trick either. It simply 
means that the interesting question at this point is not to decicle who 
is acting and how but to shift from a certainty about action to an 
uncertainty about action-but to decide what is acting and how. As 
soon as we open again the full range of uncertainties about agencies, 
we recover the powerful intuition that lies at the origin of the social 
sciences. So, when sociologists are accused of treating actors as pup
pets, it should be taken as a compliment, provided they multiply 
strings and accept surprises about acting, handling, and manipulating. 
'Treating people like puppets' is a curse only when this proliferation of 
rnediators is transforn1ed into one agency-the social-whose effect is 
simply transported without deformation through a chain of inter
mediaries. Then, the original intuition has been lost for good. 

This is especially important to keep in mind since sociology has 
been en1barrassed-we will have n1any occasions to witness this in 
Part ll-by the preiudice that there exists a privilegecl locus in the 
social dotnain where action is 'concrete': 'parole' tnore than 'langue', 
'event' n1ore than 'stntcture', 'n1icro' more than 'tnacro', 'individual' 
n1ore than 'n1asses', 'interaction' n1ore than 'society', or, on the con~ 
trary, 'classes' tnore than 1individual', 'n1eaning' n1ore than 1force', 
'practice .. n1ore than 'theory'} 'corporate bodies' more than 'persons', 
aml so on. But if action is dislocal, it does not pertain to any specific 
site; it is distributed, variegated, multiple, dislocated and remains a 
puzzle for the analysts as well as for the actors 61' 

This point will help to not confuse ANT with one of the many 
polemical movements that have appealecl to the 'concreteness' of 
the hun1an individual with its meaningful, interacting, and inten~ 
tiona! action against the cold, anonymous, and abstract effects of the 
'detennination by social structures', or that has ignored the tneaning~ 
fullived world of indiviclual humans for a 'cold anonymous technical 

'-':. See Victoria Nelson (2002). The Secret Lit(' o(Pnppet>. 
61

} The point has been exct:>llently made by the disciplinPs of 'situated' or 'distributed' 
cognition and whose results hJve been so importan( for ANT Se-e f,~_twin Hutchins 
( t99S), Co,gnitioo in the Vrrild.: jean Lave ( 1988!, c'agnition in Proctice: Afir1i11 Mathematif·s 
arrd Culture in Everyday Li(e; and Lucy Sochman (1987), Flam and Situot1'd Actions. The 
relation between ANT i'lnd those studies will be even stronger when the third uncertah1ty 
is: constderC'd. They will part company on!;.' >vhen the fourth and fifth sources ME' 

considered. 
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I:Jil<inipulation' by matter. Most often inspired by phenomenology, 
th~$e reform movements have inherited all its defects: they are unable 
l:lilmagine a metaphysics in which there would be other real agencies 
t:ban those with intentional humans, or worse, they oppose human 

. ad:l.on with the mere 'material effect' of natural objects which, as they 
~ay; have 'no agency' but only 'behavior'.67 But an 'interpretative' 
sm:lology is just as much a sociology of the social than any of 
t!:l(i 'objectivist' or 'positivist' versions it wishes to replace. lt believes 
~.h<at certain types of agencies-persons, intention, feeling, '\'\'ork, 

· face-to-face interaction-will automatically bring life, richness, and 
''humanity'. 

This belief in the 'lived world' is a nice case of 'misplaced concrete. 
n~;ss' to use Whitehead's term: an account full of individuals might be 
m.ore abstract than another consisting only of collective actors. A 
hilliard ball hitting another one on the green felt of a billiard table 
tnl.ght have exactly as much agency as a 'person' directing her 'gaze' to 

'rich human world' of another 'meaningful face' in the smoke. 
filled room of the pub where the tables have been set up. This is not 
what phenomenologists and sociologists of the social might say, but 
then listen to what the players themselves are saying about their own 
'I:J<•haviors' and the unpredictable 'action' of their billiarcl balls. They 
seem to produce quite a lot of the very imbroglios which are strictly 
forbidden by the theory that states that a radical difference should be 
~naintained between 'action' and 'behavior'.68 Here again, social sci~ 
enlists have too often confused their role of analyst with some sort of 
political call for discipline and emancipation. 

It is in these kinds of spots that we have to take a decision if we want 
to trace social connections in new and interesting ways: we must 
either part company with the analysts who have only one fully worked 
out metaphysics or 'follow the actors themselves' who are getting by 
With n1ore than one. Concreteness does not con1e from choosing sonw 
figuration over some other ones in the place of the actors, but from the 
increase, in the accounts, of the relative share of mediators over inter~ 
mediaries. This will be the tell tale sign that indicates to us what is a 
good ANT study. For all these reasons, if there is one thing not to set up 
at the onset, it is the choice of a privileged locus where action is said to 

r; 7 In spite of many efforts, espt•cially in Don lhde and Evan Selinger (2003), Chasins 
Teclmoscicnce. Matrix fOr Mtrteriality, lo reconcile ANT ami phenomenology, the gaps 
between the two lines of interest remain too wide because of the excessive stress given 
by phenomenologists to the human sources of agency. It will grmv even bigger ~ovhen the 
three other uncertainties are piled up. This does not mean that we should deprive 
ourselves of the rich descriptive vocabulary of phennmenology, simply that ,..,,e have to 
extend it to 'non~intentional' entities. 

68 This in spite of the spirited defence of the distinction in Harry Collins ilnd Martin 
Kusch (199H)

1 
The Shape o{Actit1ns. H·rhot Humon and l\.Juchincs can Do. 
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be more abundant. 'Concrete' and 'abstract' do 11ot designate a specific 
type of character~the usual suspects of critical sociology. The only 
important differences to keep for now are the following: Which agen· 
cies are invoked? Which figurations are they endowed with? Through 
which mode of action are they engaged? Are we talking about causes 
and their intermediaries or about a concatenation of mediators? ANT 
is simply the social theory that has made the decision to follow the 
natives, no matter which metaphysical imbroglios they lead us into
and they quickly do as we shall see now! 

. Third Source of Uncertainty: 
Objects too Have Agency 

I. f sociology has been marked from the start by the discovery that 
.action was overtaken by other agencies, it has been spurred even 

more forcefully by the ethical, political, and empirical discovery that 
l.hHe exist hierarchies, asymmetries, and inequalities; that the social 
world is just as differentiated a landscape as a rugged and mountainous 
terrain; that no amount of enthusiasm, free will, or ingenuity can 
1nake those asymmetries go away; that they all seem to weigh as 
!wavily as the pyramids, which hampers individual action and ex
plains why society should be considered as a specific sui generis entity; 
th;lt any thinker who denies those i11equalities and differences is either 
gullible or somewhat reactionary; and, finally, that ignoring social 
asymmetry is as ridiculous as claiming that Newtonian gravitation 
does not exist. 

How could we be faithful to this intuition and still maintain, as l just 
·did with the first two sources of uncertainty, that groups are 'con
stantly' being performed and that agencies are 'ceaselessly' debated? 
l:!as the choice of those two departure points not been inspired by a 
naive attitude that has smoothed the highly unequal social domain 
into a level playing field where everyone, it seems, has the same 
<:hance to generate one's own metaphysics? ls ANT not one of the 
symptoms of this market spirit that claims, against all evidence, that 
everyone has the same chance~and too bad for the losers769 'What 
have you done', people could ask in exasperation, 'with power and 
domination?' But it is just because we wish to explain those asymmet
ries that we don't want to simply repeat them~and even less to trans
port them further unmodified. Once again, we don't want to confuse 
the cause and the effect, the explanandum with the explanans. This is 

69 In Luc Boltanski and Eve Chlapelllo (2005), 71Je Nf'.v Spirit of Capitalism, the authors 
have made qtJite explicit this critique of Ai'.'T as does the scathing attack in Philip 
Mirowski and Edward Nik-Khah (2004), '}·Aarkets Made Flesh: Calion, Performativity, 
and a Crisis in Science Studies, augmented \Vith Consideration of tht> FCC auctions'. We 
will have to wait until the Conclusion to tackle again the question of political relevance 
and ans>ver those critiqut>s. 
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why it's so important to maintain that power, like society, is the final 
result of a process ami not a reservoir, a stock, or a capital that will 
automatically provicie an explanation. Power and ciomination have to 
be produced, made up, composed."' Asymmetries exist, yes, but where 
cio they come from and what are they made out of? 

To provide an explanation, sociologists of associations must make 
the same radical decision as when they wanted to feed off the second 
sonrce of uncertainty. It is because they wanted to keep the original 
intuition of social sciences that they had to adamantly reject the 
impossible solution that was proposed, namely that society is unequal 
and hierarchical; that it weighs disproportionably on some parts; and 
that it has all the character of inertia. To state that domination breaks 
down bodies and souls is one thing whereas concluding that these 
hierarchies, ciissymmetry, inertia, powers, and cruelties are made of 
social stuff is a different argument altogether. Not only the second 
point has no logical continuity with the first, but it is also, as we shall 
see, in complete contradiction with it. In the same way as the over· 
taking of action by other agencies does not mean that society is taking 
over, the flagrant asymmetry of resonrces does not mean that they are 
generatec1 by social asymmetries. It just leads to the opposite conclu· 
sion: if inequalities have to be generated, this is proof that other types 
of actors than the social ones are coming into play. As Marx did with 
Hegel's dialectics, it's time we put social explanation back on its feet. 

The type of actors at work should be increased 

So far, I have insisted mostly on the difference between 'social' as in 
'social ties' and 'social' as in 'associations'-bearing in mind that the 
second meaning is closer to the original etymology. I have argued that 
most often in social sciences, 'social' designates a type of link: it's 
taken as the name of a specific domain, a sort of material like straw, 
mud, string, wood, or steeL In principle, you could walk into some 
imaginary supermarket and point at a shelf full of 'social ties', whereas 
other aisles would be stocked with 'material', 'biological', 'psycho· 
logical', and 'economical' connections. For ANT, as we now under
stand, the definition of the term is different: it doesn't designate a 
domain of reality or some particular item, but rather is the name of 
a movetnent, a displacetnent, a transfonnation, a translation, an 

7
(
1 See John Law (1986o), 'On Power And Its Tactics: A View From The Sociology Of 

5cienct>' anti John Law ( 1992), A Soda logy of Motlstt'rs. Esstl;.'s on ['ower, Tech nil/us~· and 
Domination. 
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<."ruollment. It is an association between entities which are in no way 
r·e<Ognizable as being social in the ordinary manner, except during 

brief moment when they are reshuffled together. To pursue the 
l:rwtaphor of the supermarket, we would call "social' not any specific 
shelf or aisle, but the multiple modifications made throughout the 
whole place in the organization of all the goods-their packaging, 
their pricing, their labeling-because those minute shifts reveal to 
d1e observer which new combinations are explored and which paths 
wm be taken (what later will be defined as a 'network')-' I Thus, social, 
!or ANT, is the name of a tvpe of momentary association which is 
d11uacterized by the way it g~thers together into new shapes

72 

Once this second tneaning of social as association is in place, we can 
understand what was so confusing about the sociologists of the sociaL 
·rhey use the adjective to designate two entirely different types of 
jJitenomena: one of them is the local, face-to-face, naked, unequipped, 
<md dynamic interactions; and the other is a sort of specific force that 
Iii supposed to explain why those same temporary face-to-face inter· 
a<:Uons could become far-reaching and dmable. While it's perfectly 
n;asonable to designate by 'social' the ubiquitom phenomenon of 
face-to-face relations, it cannot provide any ground for defining a 
lsocial' force that is nothing more than a tautology, a sleight of 
lumd, a magical invocation, since it begs the question of how and 
through which means this increase in durability has been practically 
achieved. To jump from the recognition of interactions to the exist· 
ence of a social force is, once again, an inference that cioes not follow 
from the premise. 

This distinction is especially crucial since what could be called the 
basic social skills are actually ciifficult to isolate in human societies. As 
we will see in Part II when criticizing the notion of 'local interactions', 
It's mostly in non-human societies (ants, monkeys, and apes) that it's 
possible to generate a social world understood as an entanglement of 
interactions. In humans, the basic social skills, although still present, 
offer an ever-present but nonetheless restricted repertoire. Most of the 
far-reaching and long-lasting associations are made by something else 
that could not be detected as long as the notion of social force was not 
submitted to scrutiny. With ANT, one needs to place the first de fin. 
ilion within a very limited sphere and do away with the second, apart 
from using it as a kind of shorthand to describe what has been alreaciy 

71 On this notion of acliustment, see Franck C:O<.'hoy (2002), Vtu· sociologie du packagins 

au !'due de Bun"dan fiKe aumarchf. 
72 The term 'fluid' was introduceti in Annemarie Mol and John L:nv 11994), 'Regions, 

Netv-.'orks, and Fluids: Anaemia and Social Topology'-hut see also Zygmunt Bauman 
(200CJ), Liquid Modernity. The word 'fluid' allows analysts to insist better than if they used 
the word network on the circulation and on the nature of what is being transported. 
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assembled together." In summary, no tie can be said to be dlUable and 
made of social shrff. 

The main advantage of dissolving the notion of social force and 
replacing it either by short-lived interactions or by new associations 
is that it's now possible to distinguish in the composite notion of 
society what pertains to its durability and what pertains to its su~ 
stance. 74 Yes, there n1ay exist durable ties, but this does not count as 
proof that they are made of social material-quite the opposite. It's 
now possible to bring into the foreground the practical means to keep 
ties in place, the ingenuity constantly invested in enrolling other 
sources of ties, and the cost to be paid for the extension of any 
interaction. 

If we consider the basic social skills, it's easy to understand that the 
connections they are able to weave are always too weak to sustain the 
sort of weight that social theorists would like to grant to their defin. 
ition of social. Left to its own devices, a power relationship that 
mobilizes nothing but social skills would be limited to very short
lived, transient interactions. Bat where has this situation ever been 
observed? Even baboon troops, although they are closest to the ideal 
world invented by many social theorists, cannot provide such an 
extreme case. As Hobbes and Rousseau have remarked long ago, no 
giant is strong enough not to be easily overcome in his sleep by a 
dwarf; no coalition is solid enough not to be run over by an even larger 
coalition. When power is exerted for good, it is because it is not made 
of social ties; when it has to rely only on social ties, it is not exerted for 
long. So, when social scientists appeal to 'social ties' they should 
always mean something that has great trouble spreading in time and 
space, that has no inertia and is to be ceaselessly renegotiated. It's 
precisely because it's so difficult to maintain asymmetries, to durably 
entrench power relations, to enforce inequalities, that so n1uch work is 
being constantly devoted in shifting the weak and fast-decaying ties to 
other types of links. If the social world was made of local interactions, it 
will retain a sort of provisional, unstable, and chaotic aspect and never 
this strongly differentiated landscape that the appeals to power and 
domination purport to explain. 

As soon as the distinction between the basic social skills and the 
non-social means mobilized to expand them a bit longer is not care
fully kept, analysts run the risk of believing that it's the invocation of 

73 
For an early presentation of this Jrgumcnt, see Strum and Latour, 'The Meanings of 

Sn-da\'. 
74 

In lhe complex notion of nature, J have been able to clistingufsh its outside reality 
from Its unity: the tv.,·o did not go together in spite of so much philosophy (see Latour, 
Politic:; ofl1lotwe). The same is tme of society: du.rabi lity does not point to its materiality, 
only to its movement 
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st.>dal forces that will provide an explanation. Sociologists will claim 
th;11t when they appeal to the durability of social ties they bring in 
~Oinething that really possesses the necessary durability, solidity, and 
i.nertia. It is 'society', or (social nonn', or 'social laws', or' structures', or 
··~.odal custo1ns', or 'culhlfe', or (rules', etc., they argue, which have 
c;nough steel in them to account for the way it exerts its grip over all of 
us and accounts for the unequal landscape in which we are toiling. It 

indeed, a convenient solution but does not explain where their 
,·s.kely' quality is coming from that reinforces the weak connections 
(!£social skills. And sociologists, in a careless move, might take a wrong 
t.urn and say that durability, solidity, and inertia are provided by the 
ih.nability, solidity, and inertia of society itself. They might go even 
lurther and take this tautology not for the starkest of contradictions, 
hut from what should be admired most in the miraculous force of a 
S<JCiety that is, as they say, sui gerreris, by which they mean that it is 
generated out of itself. 75 

Even if this way of talking is innocuous enough when taken as some 
shorthand to describe what is already bundled together, the conse
quences of such an argument are disastrous. The temptation is too 
strong to act as if there now existed some formidable force that could 
provide all the short-Jived asymmetries with the durability and expan
sion that social skills could not manage to produce by their own 
impetus. At which point the causes and effects would be inverted 
and the practical means for making the social hold would vanish 
from view. What had begun as a mere confusion of adjectives has 
become a wholly different project: to this base world has been added 
a world which is just as intractable as the heaven of ancient Christian 
theology-except it does not offer any hope of redemption. 

Are sociologists of the social so foolish that they are unable to detect 
such a tautology in their reasoning? Are they really stuck in the 
mythical belief of another world behind the real world? Do they real~);' 
believe in this strange bootstrapping of a society born out of itself?' 6 

Of course not, since they never really use it in practice and so are never 
confronted by the contradiction inherent in the notion of a 'self
production' of society. The reason why they never draw the logical 
conclusion that their argument is contradictory is that they use it 
somewhat more loosely. When they invoke the durability of some 
social aggregates they always, wittingly or unwittingly, lend to the 

Js Cornelius Castoriadis (1998), The Jmasinary Institutiou v( Society extends the fol\acy 
even further, considering this tautology ilself as the imaginary foundation of society. But 
once this foundation Is accepted, there is no longer anyway to detect the composition of 
the social. 

76 Bootstrapping is taken as one characteristic of the social itself. See Barry Barnes 
(1983), 'Social Life as Bootstrapped Induction'. 
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weak social ties the heavy load coming from the masses of other non, 
social things. It is always things-and I now mean this last word 
literally-which, in practice, lend their 'steely' quality to the hapless 
'society'. So, in effect, what sociologists mean by the 'power of society' 
is not society itself-that would be magical indeed-but some sort of 
summary for all the entities already mobilized to render asymmetries 
longer lasting77 This me of a shorthand is not tautological, but it is 
dangerously misleading since there is no empirical way to decide how 
all that stuff has been mobilized any longer-and worst of all, there is 
no way to know if such a load is still active. The idea of a society has 
become in the hands of later,day 'social explainers' like a big container 
ship which no inspector is permitted to board and which allows social 
scientists to smuggle goods across national borders without having to 
submit to public inspection. Is the cargo empty or full, healthy or 
rotten, innocuous or deadly, newly made or long disused? It has 
become anyone's guess, much like the presence of weapons of mass 
destruction in Saddam Hussein's Iraq. 

ANT's solution is not to engage in polemics against sociologists of 
the social, but simply to multiply the occasions to quickly detect the 
contradiction in which they might have fallen into. This is the only 
way to gently force sociologists again to trace the non-social n1eans 
mobilized whenever they invoke the power of social explanations. 78 

What ANT does is that it keeps asking the following question: Since 
every sociologist loads things i11to social ties to give them enough 
weight to account for their durability and extension, why not do this 
explicitly instead of duing it on the sly? Its slogan, 'Follow the actors', 
becomes, 'Follow the actors in their weaving through things they have 
added to social skills so as to render more durable the constantly 
shifting interactions.' 

It's at this point that the real contrast between sociology of associ, 
ations and sociology of the social will be most clearly visible. So far, I 
might have exaggerated the differences between the two viewpoints. 
After all, many schools of social science might accept the two first 
uncertainties as their departure point (especially anthropology, which 
is another name for empirical metaphysics), and of course ethno, 
methodology. Even adding controversies does not radically alter the 
type of phenomena they might want to study, only the difficulties of 

In Part 11. we will discover that this tautology is the hidden presence of tht Body 
Politic: the paradoxical relatioll of tlte citizen with the Repllblic has fully contaminated 
th~ entlrely different relation of actor and system-seep. 161. 

.H Important in organization stodies is the fan that wherlever the hig animal is 
implied talltologically, ll)()k for accoonts, documents, and the circulation of forms. See 
Barbara Czarniawska (1997). A Narrative Approach 'JO OrsatJizati(IJl Studies; Cooren, James 
R. 1~1ylor (1993), Rethinkiuy: the Theory o(Organizutimwl C(llntnunkation: How to Rend arl 
Organization. 
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li.sting them. But now the gap is going to be considerably enlarged, 
IJI~Gmse we are not going to limit in advance to one small repertoire 
only that which is needed for actors to generate social asymmetries. 
lnstead, we are going to accept as full-blown actors entities that were 
(;Xplicitly excluded from collective existence by more than one hun, 
dted years of social explanation. The reasons are twofold: first, because 
the basic social skills provide only one tiny subset of the associations 
nl.ilking up societies; second, because the supplement of force which 
s.eems to reside in the invocation of a social tie is, at best, a convenient 
shorthand and, at worst, nothing more than a tautology. 

Shirley Strum's baboons 
To understand the link between the basic social skills and the no, 
tion of society, a detour through the study of apes and monkeys is 

··required. In recalling the first meeting on baboon studies that she 
organized in 1978 in a castle near New York City, Shirley Stmm 
(1987: 157-58) wrote: 

'Still, I knew my work painted a picture of baboon societies that others 
would find difficult to accept. My shocking discovery was that males had no 
dominance hierarchy; that baboons possessed social strategies; that finesse 
triumphed over force; that social skill and social redprocity took prece~ 

1. · dence over aggression. This was the beginning of sexual politics, where 
t males and females exchanged favors in return for other favors. It appeared 

that baboons had to work hard to create their social world, but the way in 
which they created it 111ade them seetn "nicer" than people. They needed 
one another In order to survive at the most basic level-the protection and 
advantage that group living offered the individual-and also at the most 
sophisticated level, one marked by social strategies of competition and 
defense. They also seemed ''nice" because, unlike humans, no member of 
Pumphouse rthe name of the troop] possessed the ability to control essen
tial resources: each baboon got its own food, water and place In thC' shade, 
and took care of its own basic survival needs. Aggression could be used for 
coercion, but aggression was a roped tiger. Grooming, being close, social 
goodwill and cooperation were the only assets available for barter or to use 
as leverage over another baboon. And these were all aspects of ''niceness'', 
affiliation not aggression. Baboons were ''nice'' to one another because 
such behavior was as critical to thdr survival as air to breathe and food to 
eat. What I had discovered was a revolutionary new picture of baboon 
society. Revolutionary, in fact, for any animal society as yet described. The 
implications were breathtaking. I was arguing that aggression was not as 
pervasive or important an influence in evolution as had been thought, and 
that social strategies and social reciprocity were extremely important. If 
baboons possessed these, certainly, the precursors of our early human 
ancestors must have had them as well.' 
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If sociologists had the privilege to watch more carefully baboons 
repairing their constantly decaying 'social structure', they would have 
witnessed what incredible cost has been paid when the job is to 
maintain, for instance, social dominance with no thing at all, just 
social skills. They would have documented empirically the price to 
pay for the tautology of social ties made out of social ties 79 It's the 
power exerted through entities that don't sleep and associations that 
don't break down that allow power to last longer and expand further
and, to achieve such a feat, tnany more tnaterials than social compacts 
have to be devised. This does not mean that the sociology of the social 
is useless, only that it might be excellent for studying baboons but not 
for studying humans. 

Making objects participants in the course of action 

The contrast between the two schools cannot be made more dramatic 
As soon as you start to have doubts about the ability of social ties to 
durably expand, a plausible role for objects might be on offer.80 As 
soon as you believe social aggregates can hold their own being 
propped up by 'social forces', then objects vanish from view and the 
magical and tautological force of society is enough to hold every thing 
with, literally, 110 thi11g. It's hard to imagine a more striking fore
ground/background reversal, a more radical paradigm shift. This is of 
course the reason why ANT first attracted attention81 

Social action is not only taken over by aliens, it is also shifted or 
delegated to different types of actors which are able to transport the 
action further through other modes of action, other types of forces 
altogether

82 
At first, bringing objects back into the normal course of 

c<,~ Set: Hans Kummer (1995), In Questo(the Si!aed B1tboon for the key notion of 'social 
tools' about Hamadrvas baboons. 

su The word objet.-1 will be used as a placeholder until the nexl chapter where it will be 
defined as a ·matter of concern'. There is no way to speed things up since ANT is defined 
in this book bv laying out the five sowces of uncertainty in succession. 

~n It cannot be understood apart from the two other ·unrertainties about groups and 
about action. WithO\lt them, ANT i<i immediately reduced to a rather silly argument 
<1bout tht• causal agency of technical objects, that is, a clear return to technical deter
minisrn. 

sz For the word delegation to hold, the ANT theory of action, that is, how someone 
makes another do things, has to be kept in mind. If such a dislocation is missed, 
delegation becomes ,1nother causal relation and a resurrection of a Homo fitber fully in 
conunand of what he-it's almost always a 'he'---<loes with tools. 
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<lc,tlon should appear innocuous enough. After all, there is hardly any 
<k>\Lbt that kettles 'boil' water, knifes 'cut' meat, baskets 'hold' provi
~ioils, hammers 'hit' nails on the head, rails 'keep' kids from falling, 
l.od;:s 'close' rooms against uninvited visitors, soap 'takes' the dirt 
aw<ly, schedules 'list' class sessions, prize tags 'help' people calculating, 
<llld so on. Are those verbs not designating actions? How could the 
i.ntrnduction of those humble, mundane, and ubiquitous activities 
llring any news to any social scientist? 

A11d yet they do. The main reason why objects had no chance to play 
any tole before was not only due to the definition of the social used by 
sodologists, but also to the very definition of actors and agencies most 
n11en chosen. If action is limited a priori to what 'intentional', 'mean
ilngful' humans do, it is hard to see how a hammer, a basket, a door 
<,:loser, a cat, a rug, a mug, a list, or a tag could act. They might exist in 
th.t.~· domain of 'material' 'causal' relations, but not in the 'reflexive' 
'symbolic' domain of social relations. By contrast, if we stick to our 
dt~cision to start fron1 the controversies about actors and agencies, 
!,hen any tiling that does modify a state of affairs by making a difference 
is an actor--or, if it has no figuration yet, an actant. Thus, the ques
tions to ask about any agent are simply the following: Does it make a 
difference in the course of some other agent's action or not? ls there 
'orne trial that allows someone to detect this difference? 

The rather common sense answer should be a resounding 'yes'. lf 
you can, with a straight face, maintain that hitting a nail with and 
without a hammer, boiling water with and without a kettle, fetching 
provisions with or without a basket, walking in the street with or 
without clothes, zapping a TV with or without a remote, slowing 
down a car with or without a speed-bump, keeping track of your 
inventory with or without a list, running a company with or without 
bookkeeping, are exactly the same activities, that the introduction of 
these mundane implements change 'nothing important' to the real
ization of the tasks, then you are ready to transmigrate to the Far Land 
of the Social and disappear from this lowly one. For all the other 
members of society, it does make a difference under trials and so 
these implements, according to our definition, are actors, or n1ore 
precisely, participants in the course of action waiting to be given a 
figuration, 

This, of course, does not mean that these participants 'determine' 
the action, that baskets 'cause' the fetching of provisions or that 
hammers 'impose' the hitting of the naiL Such a reversal in the direc
tion of int1uence would be simply a way to transform objects into the 
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causes whose effects would be transported through human action now 
limited to a trail of mere intermediaries. Rather, it means that there 
might exist many metaphysical shades between full causality and 
sheer inexistence. In addition to 'determining' and serving as a 'back· 
drop for human action', things might authorize, allow, afford, encour
age, fermit, suggest, influence, block, render possible, forbid, and so 
on. 8 ANT is not the empty claim that objects do things 'instead' of 
human actors: it simply says that no science of the social can even 
begin if the question of who and what participates in the action is not 
first of all thoroughly explored, even though it might mean letting 
elements in which, for lack of a better term, we would call rzon-hummrs. 
This expression, like all the others chosen by ANT is meaningless in 
itself. lt does not designate a domain of reality. lt does not designate 
little goblins with red hats acting at atomic levels, only that the analyst 
should be prepared to look in order to account for the durability and 
extension of any interaction. 84 The project of ANT is simply to extend 
the list and modify the shapes and figures of those assembled as 
participants and to design a way to make them act as a durable whole. 

For sociologists of associations, what is new is not the multiplicity of 
objects any course of action mobilizes along its trail-no one ever 
denied they were there by the thousands; what is new is that objects 
are suddenly highlighted not only as being full-blown actors, but also 
as what explains the contrasted landscape we started witll, the over
arching powers of society, the huge asymmetries, the crushing exercise 
of power. This is the surprise from which sociologists of associations 
wish to start instead of considering, as do most of their colleagues, that 
the question is obviously closed and that objects do nothing, at least 
nothing comparable or even <"onnectalr/e to human social action, and 
that if they can sometimes 'express' power relations, 'symbolize' social 
hierarchies, 'reinforce' social inequalities, 'transport' social power, 'ob
jectify' inequality, and 'reify' gender relations, they cannot be at the 
origin of social activity. 

s 3 This Js why the notion of affordance, introdut.:ed in )ames G. Gibson (1986), The 
Ecolngical Approurh to Visuul Peraption, has been found so usefuL The multiplicity of 
modes of action when dealing With technology-hilrd and soft-is marvellously fol
lowed by SucJ-unau, flf,vis und Situatt>d Actiolls, C. Goodwin and M. Gnodwin (1996), 
'Formulating planes: Seeing as a sihJated activity', and Bernar(tCnnein, Nicolas Dodier 
and L1urL•nt Thl'vennt (1993), Les objrrs ,J,,us l'urtinn. De Ia awison ,wfabor,ltuirc. 

R
4 Then:' is a bit of anthroptxentric bias in using the expression r'on-hum~ms. I have 

explained in detail elsev•,;here how the muple human/non-human should !Je substituted 
for the insurmountable dichotomy between su!Jjed and object (see Latour, Politics o( 
Nature). No extra meaning should be looked f01 in this notion: it does not specify any 
ontological domain, but simply replaces another conceptual difference. For a complt'te 
panorama of hvmans/nnn-huovms relations, see Philippe Dest:"ola (2005), Lu nurure des 
cult/ire). 
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. r A good example of an asymmetric definition of actors is offered by 
i .. l)urkheim (1966: 113) when he states: 

'The first or(',Jins O(llll sorial processes of any importanoT should be sought in 
tfll.! internal constitlltion of the social group. litalics in text] 

lt is possible to be even more precise. The elements \Vhich make up this 
nlilieu are of two kinds: things and persons. Besides material objects in-

!". t:nrporated into the society, there must also be included the products of 
I_:H""t:vious social activity: law, established customs, literary and artistic works, 
1:•tc. But it is dear that the impulsion which determines social transform
ations can come from neither the material nor the innnaterial, for neither 
pnssesses a motivating power [puissance motricel. There is, assuredly, occa
'>ion to take them into consideration in the explanations one attempts. 
fhey bear v..ith a certain weight on social evolution, whose speed and 

. i'~ven direction vary according to the nature of these elements; but they 
(-Ontain nothing of what is required to put it in motton. They are the matter 
~pon which the social forces of society act, but by themselves they release 
no soc1al l'nergy [aucune force vive]. As an active factor, then, the human 

1:- milieu itself remains.' 
-~.:------------------

This, for me, has always been a great surprise: How is it that, in spite 
of this massive and ubiquitous phenomenon, sociology remains 'with
out object'? lt is even more startling when you realize that this discip
line emerged a full century after the Industrial Revolution and has 
been evolving in parallel with the largest and most intensive technical 
developments since the Neolithic. Not only that, but how to explain 
that so many social scientists pride themselves in considering 'social 
rp.eaning' illStead of 'mere' material relations, 'symbolic dimension' 
instead of 'brute causality'? Much like sex during the Victorian period, 
objects are nowhere to be said and everywhere to be felt. They exist, 
naturally, but they are never given a thought, a social thought. Like 
humble servants, they live on the margins of the social doing most of 
the work but never allowed to be represented as such. There seems to 
be no way, no conduit, no entry point for them to be knitted together 
with the same wool as the rest of the social ties. The more radical 
thinkers want to attract attention to humans in the n1argins and at 
the periphery, the less they speak of objects. As if a damning curse had 
been cast unto things, they remain asleep like the servants of some 
enchanted castle. Yet, as soon as they are freed from the spell, they 
start shuddering, stretching, and muttering. They begin to swarm in 
all directions, shaking the other human actors, waking them out of 
their dogmatic sleep. Would it be too childish to say that ANT played 
the role of the Charming Prince's kiss tenderly touching Sleeping 
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Beauty's lips? At any rate, it is because it was an object-oriented soci
ology for object-oriented humans that this school of thought was 
noticed ln the first place-and that it makes sense to write an intro
duction to it. 

Objects help trace social connections only 
intermittently 

It is true that, at first sight, the difficulty of registering the role of 
objects comes from the apparent incommensurability of their modes 
of action with traditionally conceived social ties. But sociologists of 
the social have misunderstood the nature of such incommensurability. 
They have concluded that because they are incommensurable they 
should be kept separate from proper social ties, without realizing that 
they should have concluded precisely the opposite: it's because they 
are incommensurable that they have been fetched in the first place' If 
they were as weak as the social skills they have to reinforce, if they were 
made of the same material quality, where would the gain be? Baboons 
we were, baboons we would have remained! 85 

It's true that the force exerted by a brick unto another brick, the spin 
of a "\Vheel onto an axis, the balance of a lever onto a mass, the gearing 
down of a force through a pulley, the effect of fire on phosphorus, all of 
those modes of action seem to pertain to categories so obviously 
different from the one exerted by a 'stop' sign on a cyclist or that of a 
crowd over an individual mind that it seems perfectly reasonable to 
put material and social entities on two different shelves. Reasonable 
but absurd, once you realize that any human course of action might 
weave together in a matter of minutes, for instance, a shouted order to 
lay a brick, the chemical connection of cement with water, the force of 
a pulley unto a rope with a movement of the hand, the strike of a 
match to light a cigarette offered by a co-worker, etc. Here, the appar
ently reasonable division between material and social becomes just 
what is obfuscating any enquiry on how a collective action is possible. 
Provided of course that by collective we don't mean an action carried 
over by homogeneous social forces, but, on the contrary, an action 
that collects different types of forces woven together because they are 

"" This is the power of thL• now m1tdated but still beautiful synthesis offered in Andre 
Leroi-Gourhan t 199.1), GesiHre and Speech. For a more recent review of the state of the art, 
see Pit:rre Lemonnier (1993), Tahnological Clwices. Transfvmlllliou in M(/lerfal Cull!lres 
since llie ,\leolitlti< and Brunn Latour and Pierre Lemonnier ~l994J. De Ia prelttstuire aux 
missilt's balisti(jllt'."> -l'imdligmce suciale des IecltrthjiW\. 
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different."6 This is why, from now on, the word 'collective' will take 
place of 'society'. Society will be kept only for the assembly of 

i'lin'ady gathered entities that sociologists of the social believe have 
b~"~n made in social stuff. Collective, on the other hand, will designate 
t11c~ project of assembling new entities not yet gathered together and 
which, for this reason, clearly appear as being not made of social stuff. 

Any course of action will thread a trajectory through completely 
lorelgn modes of existence that have been brought together by such 
h<!terogeneity. Social inertia and physical gravity might seem uncon
llected, but they need no longer be when a team of workers is building 
a, wall of bricks: they part company again only after the wall is com-
1\leted. But while the wall is being built, there is no doubt that they are 
c'onnected. How? The enquiry will determine this. ANT claims that we 
should simply not believe the question of the connections among 
heterogeneous actors to be closed, that what is usuallv meant by 
·social' has probably to do with the reassembling of new types of 
11dors. ANT states that if we wish to be a bit more realistic about social 
iles than 'reasonable' sociologists, then we have to accept that the 
continuity of any course of action will rarely consist of human-to
human connections (for which the basic social skills would be enough 
anyway) or of object-object connections, but will probably zigzag from 
one to the other. 

To get the right feel for ANT, it's important to notice that this has 
nothing to do with a 'reconciliation' of the famous object/subject 
dichotomy. To distinguish a priori 'material' and 'social' ties before 
linking them together again makes about as much sense as to account 
for the dynamic of a battle by imagining a group of soldiers and 
officers stark naked with a huge heap of paraphernalia-tanks, rifles, 
paperwork, uniforms-and then claim that 'of course there exist some 
(dialectical) relation between the two'. 87 One should retort adamantly 
'No!' There exists no relation whatsoever between 'the rnaterial' and 
'the social world', because it is this very division which is a complete 

86 This is what was at stake in the disp11te about the exact role of non-humans and 
knovm as the 'Bath controversy'. See Harry Collins a11d Steven Yearley (1992}, 
'Epistemological Chicken' and Michel Calion and Bnmo Latour (1992}, 'Don't throw 
the Baby out with the Bath SchooE A reply to Collins amt Yearley'-a tiny landmark for 
our little tiel d. 

87 See Diane Vaughan ( 1996), Tile Challenger Launch Dt>cisiun: Risky Tcrlwolvsy, Cttlturc 
and lkviance al NASA. 'But I believed that with S1Ifficient immersion in the case niaterials 
and by comulting technical experts, I could sufficiently ma5ter the technical details 
necessary to get at the sociological questions. It was, after all, human J)ehavior I wanted 
to explain, and I was trained to do that' (p. 40). This position is reasonable but is it the 
best way to follow a course of action like this nne: 'At approximately 7:0{) a.m., the Ice 
team made its secomt launch pad inspection. On the basis of their report, the launch 
time \Vas slipped to permit a third ice inspection' tp. 328). VVhere is the split here 
between engineering and sociology? 
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artifact. 
8

" To reiect such a divide is not to 'relate' the heap of naked 
soldiers 'with' the heap of material stuff: it is to redistribute the whole 
assemblage from top to bottom and beginning to end. There is no 
empirical case where the existence of two coherent and homogeneous 
aggregates, for instance technology 'and' society, could make any 
sense. ANT is not, I repeat is not, the establishment of some absurd 
1

syn1metry between hutnans and non~humans 1 • To be symmetric/ for 
US1 simply tneans not to itnpose a priori some spurious aspnmetry 
among human intentional action and a material world of causal rela
tions. There arc divisions one should never try to bypass, to go beyond, 
to try to overcome dialectically. They should rather be ignored and left 
to their own devices/ like a once forn1idable castle now in ruins. 89 

This interest for the obiect has nothing to do with a privilege given 
to 

1

0biective
1 

ntatter in opposition to 1SUbiective 1 language/ symbols
1 valves, or feelings. As we will see when absorbing the next source of 

uncertainty, the 'matter' of most self-proclaimed materialists does not 
have a great deal to do with the type of force, causality, efficacy, and 
obstinacy non~hutnan actants possess in the world. 1Matter1

1 

we will 
soon realize, is a highly politicized interpretation of causality. In order 
to absorb the third source of uncertainty, we should be ready to inquire 
about the agency of all sorts of obiects. But since obiects have such 
poor and constricted roles in tnost of the social sciences/ it's very 
difficult to extend their original activity to other types of material 
like documents, writings, charts, files, paper clips, maps, organiza. 
tiona! devices, in brief intellectual technologies90 As soon as some 

1>~ Psychologists have shown that even a two~nwnth,old baby ran clearly differentiate 
intentional Jnd non~intentional movements. Humans and obiPcts are clearly distinct. 
See Olivier HoULie ( 1997}1 Rationolit/!1 dfveloppement el inhibition: Un !IOUVmu nJdre d 1urw
lyse and Dan Sperber1 David Pre mack and Ann James Premack (1996)

1 
Cousal Cognition: A 

Mllltidisciplinary Debate. But i.l difference is not a divide. Toddlers are much more reason~ 
able than humanists: although they recognize the many differences l"h::tv.'een billiard 
balls and people1 this does not preclude tllem to follow how their actions are woven into 
the same stmies. 

~
9 

TI1is is the reason why 1 have abandoned most of the geometrical metaphor about 
tht' 

1

principle of symmetry
1 

v-lhen 1 realized Ihat readers concluded from it that nature 
and .<:.ociety had to be 'maintJined together' so as to study 1symmetrically 1 'objerts' and 
'subjects', 'nnn~humans 1 

ond 'humans 1
• But >•-lhat 1 had in mind was nol a11d

1 
hut neither: 

a joint dissobttiafl o{!Joth collectors. The last thing 1 wanted was lo give nature and society 
a new least' on life through 'symmetry 1• 

<~n Distributed cognitiOn 1 situated kiw'Nledge1 history of intellectual technoiogies
1 science studies1 administrative sc!E'nces1 and social accounting have each in its own 

way multiplled the range of obiects engaged in making interactions longer lasting and 
further reaching. This long trend to materialize non~material technologies goes back to 
Jack Goody (1977) 1 The Domt'stiwtiun o( the Sovoge Mind; see Geoffrey C. Bowker and 
Sus.an Leigh Star (1999}, Sorti11g Thi11gs Out· Cla.'>sification oml Its CO!L'>equenas; Paolo 
Quattmne (2004), 'Accmu1ting tor God. AccoLmting and Accouniabilily Practices in 
the S;,Kiety of jesus (ltaly1 16th-17th centmies)'; and the no>v classical work of Michel 
Foucault ( 197:~ 11 The Birth oft he Clinic. An Atclwcla,_'\}1 o(,\1.cdiml rerception. 
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11'\Ct'dom of movement is granted back to non-humans, the range of 
J!,'\:mts able to participate in the course of action extends prodigiously 
<Ind. is no longer restricted to the 'middle size dry goods' of analytical 

, phUmophers. What makes ANT difficult to grasp is that it fills in 
jll"edsely the space that is emptied by critical sociologists 1vith the 
damning words of 'obiectification' and 'reification'. 

Yet sociologists of the social are not fools. They have good reason to 
h<C:S\tate before following the social fluid wherever it leads them. What 
i,~ ~''difficult to comprehend at first is that an ANT study has to tackle 
bllth continuity and discontinuity among modes of action. We have to 
ll;;come able to follow the smooth continuity of heterogeneous en
tities and the complete discontinuity between participants that, in the 
em!, will always remain incommensurable. The social t1uid does not 
offei' to the analyst a continuous and substantial existence, but rather 
plltS up only a provisional appearance much like a shower of physical 
particles in the brief instant it's forced into existence. You begin with 
ass<•mblages that look vaguely familiar and you end up with com. 
J1letely foreign ones. It is true that this oscillation makes the tracing 
of SOCial connections especially tricky once you begin to add non
humans to the list of bona fide social ties. 
',,A shepherd and his dog remind you nicely of social relations, but 

when you see her flock behind a barbed wire fence, you wonder where 
ts the shepherd and her dog-although sheep are kept in the field by 
the piercing effect of wire barbs more obstinately than by the barking 
of the dog. There is no doubt that you have become a couch potato 
in front of your TV set thanks largely to the remote control that 
allows you to surf from channel to channel91-and yet there is no 
resemblance between the causes of your immobility and the portion of 
your action that has been carried out by an infrared signal, even 
though there is no question that your behavior has been permitted by 
the TV command. 

Between a car driver that slows down near a school because she has 
seen the '30 MPH' yellow sign and a car driver that slows down because 
he wants to protect the suspension of his car threatened by the bump 
of a 'speed trap', is the difference big or small? Big, since the obedience 
of the first has gone through morality, symbols, sign posts, yellow 
paint, while the other has passed through the same list to which has 
been added a carefully designed concrete slab. But it is small since they 
both have obeyed something: the first driver to a rarely manifested 
altruism-if she had not slowed down, her heart would have been 
broken by the moral law; the second driver to a largely distributed 

91 Try it for yourself: thro>v it away and see 110\V long you will spend moving back and 
forth from the couch to the set. 
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selfishness-if he had not slowed down his suspension would have 
been broken by the concrete slab. Should we say that only the first 
connection is social, moral and symbolic, and that the second is 
objective and material? No. But, if we say that both are social, how 
are we going to justify the difference between moral conduct and 
suspension springs? They might not be social all the way through, 
but they certainly are collected or associated together by the very work 
of road designers. One cannot call oneself a social scientist and pursue 
only some links-the moral, legal, and symbolic ones-and stop as 
soon as there is some physical relation interspersed in between the 
others. That would render any enquiry impossible. 92 

How long can a social connection be followed without objects tak
ing the relay? A minute? An hour? A microsecond? And for how long 
will this relay be visible? A minute? An hour? A microsecond? One 
thing is certain: if we interrupt our fieldwork at each relay by focusing 
only on the list of already gathered connections, the social world 
would become immediately opaque, shrouded into those strange au
tumn fogs that leave visible only tiny and unpredictable smears of the 
landscape. And yet. on the other hand, if sociologists have also to 
beconw engineers, artisans, craftsmen, designers, architects, tnan
agers, promoters etc., they will never end up following their actors 
through those many intermittent existences. So, we have to take non
humans into account only as long as they are rendered commensur
able with social ties and also to accept, an instant later, their funda
mental incommensurability.q3 To travel around using an ANT 
definition of 'social' requires quite a lot of nerve. No wonder then 
that sociologists of the social balked at that difficulty! That they had 
good reasons to abstain from following those oscillations does not 
mean, however, that they were right. lt only means that sociology 
requires an extended range of tools. 

'-~
2 

Since ANI is often accused of being indifferent to Ill Orality, it's worth recaliing that 
tl1ere are good deontological reasons i11 having at least as much freedom of movement as 
the actors we study. This principle is as old as the notion of translation. See Michel 
Calion (1981) 'Struggles and Negotiations to Decide What is Problematic ami What is 
Not: Tlle Sociology of Translation'. 

'-1-; This is clearlY at c.clds with the explicitly asymmetric program offered in Weber 'To 
he devoid of nwaning is not identical with being lifeless or non-human; every artifact, 
:;.urh as for example a machine, can be understood only in terms of the meaning which 
its prod\lCtion anl1use have had or will have for human action; a meaning which may 
derivt• from a relation to exceedingly various purposes. \Vithout reference to this mean
ing such an object remains wholly unintelligible.' Max Weber (1947), the Theory of 
Social and Economic Organizaltcm (p. 93) Then follows a deiinition of 111eans and ends 
completely at odds with the notion of mediators. 
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A list of situations where an object's activity is 
made easily visible 

1:11 exploring the new associations making up the social, ANT scholars 
l'la\,•·~ to accept two contradictory demands: on the one hand, we don't 
w<lnt the sociologist to limit oneself to social ties; on the other, we 
d.:ln't ask the enquirer to become a specialized technologist. One 
~oltltion is to stick to the new definition of social as a fluid visible 
;m!y when new associations are being made. Such is the rightful 'do
main' of ANT, even though it is not a specific stretch of land nor an 
•::ndosed turf but only a brief flash which may occur everywhere like a 
sudden change of phase. 

Fortunately for the analysts, those situations are not as rare as one 
n1Ight think. To be accounted for, objects have to enter into accounts. 
Uno trace is produced, they offer no information to the observer and 
will have no visible effect on other agents. They remain silent and are 
no longer actors: they remain, literally, unaccountable. Although the 
situation is the same for groups and agencies-no trial, no account, no 
Information-it is clearly more difficult for objects, since carrying 
their effects while becoming silent is what they are so good at as 
Samuel Butler noted94 Once built, the wall of bricks does not utter a 
word-even though the group of workmen goes on talking and graffiti 
may proliferate on its surface. Once they have been filled in, the 
printed questionnaires remain in the archives forever unconnected 
with human intentions until they are made alive again by some his
torian. Objects, by the very nature of their connections with humans, 
quickly shift from being mediators to being intermediaries, counting 
for one or nothing, no matter how internally complicated they might 
be. This is why specific tricks have to be invented to make them talk, 
that is, to offer descriptions of themselves, to produce scripts of what 
they are making others-humans or non-humans-do95 

Again, this situation is not different for groups and agencies we 
reviewed earlier since humans, too, have to be made to talk; and this 
is why very elaborate and, often, artificial situations have to be devised 
to reveal their actions and performations (more on this in the fifth 
uncertainty). But still, there is a difference: once humans become 
mediators again, it is hard to stop them. An indefinite stream of data 
springs forth, whereas objects, no matter how important, efficient, 

94 Samuel Butler (1872), Erewlwn. 
95 Madeleine Akrich (1992), 'The De-Scription of Technical Objects'; Madeleine 

Akrich (1993), 'A Gazogene in Costa Rica: An Experiment in Techno"Sociology'; and 
Madeleine Akrich and Bruno Latour (1992), 'A Summary of a Convenient Vocabulary for 
the Semiotics of Human and Non-Human assemblies'. 
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central, or necessary they may be, tend to recede !nto the background 
~ery fast, interrupting the stream of data-and the greater their im
portance, the faster they disappear. lt does not mean they stop acting, 
but that their mode of action is no longer visibly comtected to the usual 
social ties since they rely on types of forces chosen precisely for their 
differences with the normal social ones. Speech acts always look com
parable, compatible, contiguous, and continuous with other speech 
acts; writing vvith writing; interaction with interaction; but objects 
appear associable with one another and with social ties only momettt
mHy."6 This is quite normal since it is through their very heteroge
neous agencies that social ties have been provided with completely 
different shape and figures-normal but tricky. 

Fortunately, it is possible to multiply the occasions where this mo
mentary visibility is enhanced enough to generate good accounts. 
Much of Al\.'T scholars' fieldwork has been devoted to trigger these 
occasions so l can go quickly. 

The first solution is to study imtovations in the artisan's workshop, 
the engineer's design department, the scientist's laboratory, the tnar~ 
keter's trial panels, the user's home, and the many socio-teclmical 
controversies. ln these sites objects live a clearly multiple and complex 
life through meetings, plans, sketches, regulations, and trials. Here, 
they appear fully mixed with other more traditional social agencies. lt 
is only once in place that they disappear from view. This is why the 
study of innovations and controversies has been one of the first priv
ileged places where objects can be maintained longer as visible, dis
tributed, accounted mediators before becoming invisible, asocial 
intern1ediaries. 

Second, even the most routine, traditional, and silent implements 
stop being taken for granted when they are approached by users 
rendered ignorant and clumsy by distance-distance in time as in 
<Hchaeology, distance in space as in ethnology, distance in skills as in 
learning. Although those associations might not trace an innovation 
per se, the same situation of novelty is produced, for the analyst at 
least, by the irruption into the normal course of action of strange, 
exotic, archaic, or mysterious ilnpletnents. ln those encounters, ob~ 
jects become mediators, at least for a while, before soon disappearing 
again through know-how, habituation, or disuse. Anyone who has 
tried to make sense of a user's manual will know how time-consum-

40 
Both impressions <He ouly superficially true, A human's course of artiou is uever 

homogeneous aud there is ne\'er a technology that is so well 01ganized that it runs 
automatically. And yet, the practical difference 1 ernains for someone who is canyiug out 
the inquiry. 
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i.ng-and how painful-it is to read what is ironically called an 'assem
bly drawing' .9' 
· .. The third type of occasion is that offered by accidents, breakdowns, and 
strikes: all of a sudden, completely silent intermediaries become full
blown mediators: even objects, which a minute before appeared fully 
<I.Utomatic, autonomous, and devoid of human agents, are now made of 
nowdsof frantically moving humans with heavy equipment. Those who 
wa.tched the Colwnbia shuttle instantly transfom1ed from the most com
plicated human instrument ever assembled to a rain of debris falling over 
Texas will realize how quickly objects t1ip-flop their mode of existence. 
l·'ortunately for AN"C the recent pmliferation of 'risky' objects has multi
plied the occasions to hear, see, and feel what objects may be doing when 
they break other actors down98 Official enquiries are happening every
~here to map out for us the fabulous extension of what social ties have 
bt•come in the hands of technical setups. Here again, it will never be the 
lack of material that will stop the studies99 

Fourth, when objects have receded into the background for good, it 
is always possible-but more difficult-to bring them back to light by 
using archives, documents, 1nen1oirs, n1useum collections, etc, to 
artificially produce, through historians' accounts, the state of crisis 
in which tnachines, devices, and implements were born. l(tO Behind 
each bulb Edison can be made visible, and behind any microchip is the 
huge, anonymous Intel. By now, the history of technology should 
have forever subverted the ways in which social and cultural histories 
are narrated. 101 Even the humblest and most ancient stone tools from 
the Olduvai Gorge in Tanzania have been turned by paleontologists 
into tbe very mediators that triggered the evolution of 'modern man'. 

97 See Donald A. Norman ( t988). The Psychology o(Evcryday Things, Donald Nonnau 
(1993), Tllin,r:; that Make Us Smmt,' J\..'ia110 leine Akrich and Domin iqne Bouiller (1991 ), 'Le 
mode d'emploi: genese et usage'; and Chapter 6 in Garfinkel (2002), Etlwumf't}iodology's 
Program: Wurkins Out Dnrklleirn's A.phorisnL 

?ll The moltiplicatiou of those 'lisk;/ objects is at the hea1t o( Ulrich Beck ( t992), Risk 
Society. To<vards a Ne1v Modemity. Although he uses an entirely difft'rent so<.:ial theory, 
Seck's attentiol! to the new forms of objectivity (wbat he calls 'rdlexive mod<.:'rnisation') 
has his innovative sociology in very dose couversation with ANT, especially through its 
political, or rather, 'cosmopolitical' interests. 

99 Thanks to the proliferation of accidents and the t>Xtension o( democratic interests, 
those sources o( data multiply. See 1\tichel Calion, Piene Lascoome:-. and Ya1111ick Barthe 
(2001), Agir dom WI mondc incertoin, Essui sur Ia dCmocratie technique Richard Rogers 
(2005). infOnmJtion Politic on U1e ~Veb; and \ 1aughan, The Chal/ilngt'r Lmmc/1 Decisioll. 

IClll The encounter with Thomas P. Hughes (1983), Networks of Power. Electrification in 
Westun Society, 18SO-i930 was importaut because Hughes abstained from giving an 
explanatiou in te1ms of social shaping of technoll}JW aud had coined the expression 
'seamless \Veb'. See Thomas P. Hughes ( 19116) 1 'The Seanlless \\leb: Technology, Science, 
Etcetera, Etcetera·, 

1111 There is no difference, on that \COle, between history of technology and ANT, 
except wh<.:"n the social themy is made explirit~but often this sociological packaging has 
so little relatiou to the cases at hand that it makes no It• a! di(fereuce. 
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Finally, when everything else has failed, the resource of fiction can 
bring-through the use of counterfactual history, thought experi
ments, and 'scientifiction'-the solid objects of today into the fluid 
states where their connections with humans mav make sense, Here 
again, sociologists have a lot to learn from artists, ioz 

Whatever solution is chosen, the fieldwork undertaken by ANT 
scholars has demonstrated that if objects are not studied it is not due 
to a lack of data, but rather a lack of wilL Once the conceptual diffi· 
culty of the flip-flop between commensurability and incommensur
ability has been lifted, all of the remaining problems are matters of 
empirical research: they are not a matter of principle any more, The 
impassable boundary marked by some Herculean Columns to stop the 
social sciences reaching beyond the narrow confines of social ties has 
been left behind, lt's thus possible now for social scientists to catch up 
with what paleontologists call 'anatomically modern humans', who 
have already been settled for tens of thousands of years beyond the 
limits dictated to them by social science, 

Who has been forgetting power relations? 

We can now at last put our finger on what upset ANT so much in the 
pretensions of the sociology of the social to explain asymmetries in 
order to be faithful to the central intuition of their science: they could 
not deliver, The word 'social' meant either local face-to-face inter
actions that were too transient to account for asymn1etries or a 
magical appeal to tautological forces whose exact price in object-load 
they were never ready to fully pay, 

Social explanations nm the risk of hiding that which they should 
reveal since they remain too often 'without object' 103 ln their study, 
sociologists consider, for the most part, an object-less social world, 
e\'en though in their daily routine they, like all of us, might be con
stantly puzzled by the constant companionship, the continuous in
timacy, the inveterate contiguity, the passionate affairs, the 
convoluted attachments of primates with objects for the past one 

l•V tt rangt>s fuml Francis Po11ge's (1972), The ~'Vice o{111in,_o;;s to tile thought experi
ments :d\m,.·ed by science fiction or Richard Powers's decisive work as i1 novelist of 
science studies i1l, for instance, Richard Powers (1995!, Galatea 2.2. 

10
' Even Illough objects pmllferate in the works of Simmel, Elias, and Marx, Ihe 

prc•sence of objects is not enough lo \oJd the social. It's their way of entry that makes 
tlw difft>rence. Hencr the Jlecessity to add the fomth uncertainty (see next C\Hpter) to 
the one on agency ami later the redefinition of politics (see Conc\usiOJl). For a very 
useful collection of cases on the effect of technology studies on materialism, see Donaili 
~vfacKenlit> anc\ Judy ·wajcman (1999), The 5on"a/ Shap1'11s o(Techflolo.!:,')-'. 
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nli.mon years, When we define the quality control of ANT accounts, we 
h;wc to be very scrupulous in checking whether power and domin
ilti.on are explained by the multiplicity of objects given a central role 
illlld transported by vehicles which should be empirically visible-and 
we Will not be content to have power and domination themselves be 
lh.•c mysterious container that holds inside of it that whlch makes the 
many participants in the action move, 

To follow the social links even when they weave their way through 
rlmJ.social objects might be difficult for a reason that has nothing to 
d': .. l with theory, For the social scientists, there were some serious 
nwtlves behind the need to ceaselessly patrol the border separating 
!lle 'symbolic' from the 'natural' domain, namely a good-that is, a 
ll;ld-polemical argument, To carve out a little niche for themselves, 
I.I!.H:y had abandoned, early in the 19th century, things and objects to 

scientists and engineers, The only way to plead for a little auton
tllny was to forsake the vast territories they had given up and stick 
11.lJ:Cefully to the shrinking plot allotted to them: 'meaning', 'symbol', 
''intention', 'language', When a bicycle hits a rock, it is not sociaL But 
when a cyclist crosses a 'stop' sign, it becomes sociaL When a new 
!dephone switchboard is installed, this is not sociaL But when the 
(:o!ors of telephone sets are discussed, this becomes social because 
!here is, as designers say, 'a human dimension' in the choice of such 
<1 filiture, When a hammer hits a nail, it is not sociaL But when the 
image of a hammer is crossed with that of a sickie, then it graduates to 
the social realm because it enters the 'symbolic order', Every object was 
thus divided in two, scientists and engineers taking the largest part
efficacy, causality, material connections-and leaving the crumbs to 
1!1e specialists of 'the social' or 'the human' dimension, Thus, any 
:1llusion by ANT scholars to the 'power of objects' over social relations 
was a painful reminder, for sociologists of the social, of the clout of the 
other 'more scientific' departments on their independence-not to 

·mention grant money-and on the territories they were no longer 
;lllowed to walk through freely, 
. But polemics among disciplines does not produce good concepts, 

only barricades made of any available debris, When any state of affairs 
i:S split into one material component to which is added as an appendix 
a social one, one thing is sure: this is an artificial division imposed by 
the disciplinary disputes, not by any empirical requirement lt simply 
means that most of the data has vanished, that the collective course of 
action has not been followed through, To be 'both material and social' 
is not a way for objects to exist: it is simply a way for them to be 
artificially cut off and to have their specific agency rendered utterly 
mysterious, 
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lt is fair to say that social scientists were not alone in sticking 
polemically to one metaphysic among the many at hand. Their 'dear 
colleagues' in the other hard science departments were also trying to 
claim that all material objects have only 'one way' to act and that was 
to 'causally determine' other material objects to move. As we shall'"~'''· 
in the next chapter, they were granting the social no other role than 
that of an intermediary faithfully 'transporting' the causal weight of 
matter. When the social realm is given such an infamous role, great is 
the temptation to overreact and to turn matter into a mere intermedi
ary faithfully 'transporting' or 'reflecting' society's agency. As usual 
with those polemics among disciplines, stupidity breeds stupidity. To 
avoid the threat of 'technical determinism', it is tempting to defend 
adamantly 'social determinism', which in turn becomes so extreme 
(the steam engine becoming, for instance, the 'mere reflection' of 
'English capitalism') that even the most open-minded engineer be• 
comes a fierce technical determinist bumping the table with virile 
exclamations about the 'weight of material constraints'. These ges
tures have no other effect but to trigger even a moderate sociologist 
to insist even 1nore vehen1ently on the itnportance of some 'discursive 
ditnension' .104 

What renders these disputes moot is that the choice between these 
positions is unrealistic. It would be incredible if the millions of parti
cipants in our courses of action would enter the social ties through 
three modes of existence and on/)' tllree: as a 'material infrastructure' 
that would 'determine' social relations like in the Marxian types of 
materialism; as a 'mirror' simply 'reflecting' social distinctions like in 
the critical sociologies of Pierre Bourdieu; or as a backdrop for the stage 
on which human social actors play the main roles like in Erving Goff
nlan's interactionist accounts. None of those entries of ob}ects in the 
collective are wrong, naturally. but they are only primitive ways of 
packaging the bundle of ties that make up the collective. None of them 
are sufficient to describe the many entanglements of humans and 
non~hun1ans. 

Talking of 'material culture' would not help very much since objects, 
in this case, would be simply connected to one anotlwr so as to form an 
homogeneous layer. a configuration which is even less likely than one 
which imagines humans linked to one another by nothing else than 

1
"

4 See exan1plcs of Ihis tug-of-war and on I he Wd)'S Io pacify il in Philippe Desrola 
and Gisli Palsson (1996!, l'•./aturl:' 1llld S(ltictv. i111tl1mpalogiml Perspt'ctivcs. See also Tim 
Ingold (2000), Pcrcepti~ln afthr Em,ir01m1t11t: Essuy.<; iu Livl'lillood, Dwelling 11111i Skill an(\ 
I he early discussions around Bijker's volumes in Wiebe Bijker and John Lmv (1992), 
Shapi11g Trcluwli'Sy-BIIildiiiS Sudety: Studies i11 Sodutedmica.l Oli111ge; \Viebt' E. Bijker, Tho
mas P. Hught'S and Trevor Pinch (191-)7), T11e Sacial Constm(tiuu o(Techuulogiwl Systems. 
Nnv Din:(tium iu the Sotiofugy aud History of Tedmology; an1i Wiehe Bijker (1995 ), Of 
Bhyles, Bakelites, a uri Bulbs. Tawards a Theory u(S(ICilltfrlmica( Chaugc. 
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>o;jal ties. Objects are never assembled together to form some other 
anyhow, and even if it were the case they would be neither 
nor weak-simply 'reflecting' social values or being there as 

Their action is no doubt much more varied, their 
more ubiquitous, their effect much more ambiguous, their 

pr~~"~nce much more distributed than these narrow repertoires. The 
ll<e>t proof of this multiplicity is provided by a close look at what 
<Jiljec:ts really do in the texts of the writers alluded to above: they 
d<~'I''Joy many other ways for objects to act than the ones granted to 
H1.1'm by their author's own philosophy of matter. Even as textttal 

·. lrntities, objects overflow their makers, intermediaries become medi-
··;ltors.10s But in order to learn this lesson, the research field should be 

made wide open to begin with and it cannot be opened if the differ
~~-D{i:)- benveen hutnan action and n1aterial causality is maintained as 
itd<nnantly as Descartes's distinguished mind from matter (res extensa 
from the res cogitarzs) as a proof of scientific, moral and theological 
vittue-and even he kept open the tiny conduit of the pineal gland 
l:h;il sociologists of the social have cut off as well. 

There exists, however, an even tnore itnportant reason for re}ecting 
<!(lamantly the role given to objects in the sociology of the social: it 
I;'<Jids the appeals to power relations and social inequalities of any real 
>iWJificance. By putting aside the practical means, that is the medi
;l!mS, through which inertia, durability, asymmetry, extension, dom
ilJation is produced and by conflating all those different means with 

powerless power of social inertia, sociologists, when they are not 
.:areful in their use of social explanations, are the ones who hide the 
1'(!-al causes of social inequalities. If there is one point where confusing 
(:i1\lSe and effect makes a huge difference, it is at this juncture when an 
explanation should be provided for the vertiginous effect of domin
l!tiOn. Of course, appealing to 'social domination' might be useful as 
sl1orthand, but then it is much too tempting to 11se power instead of 
explaining it and that is exactly the problem with most 'social-explain
ers': in their search for powerful explmwtiorzs, is it not their lust for 
power that shines through? If, as the saying goes, absolute power 
corrupts absolutely, then gratuitous use of the concept of power by 
so many critical theorists has corrupted them absolutely-or at least 
rendered their discipline redundant and their politics impotent. Like 
the 'donnitive virtue of opium' ridiculed by Moliere, 'power' not only 
puts analysts to sleep, which does not matter so much, it also try to 
anesthetize the actors as well-and that is a political crime. This 

10~ A crucial case is fetishism in The Capital where the textual fetish does much more 
in the lext of Marx Ihan what Marx himself reiluces I he fetish In do. See \Vil\iam Pietz. 
(1985 ), 'The Problem of the Felish, I' and \Viii/am Pietz (1993), 'Fetishism a nil Material

ism: Ihe Limits of Theory iu !vtarx'. 
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rationalise modernist, positivist science nurtures in its bosom the 
most archaic and magical ghost: a self-generated, self-explicative soci
ety. To the studied and modifiable skein of means to achieve powers; 
sociology, and especially critical sociology, has too often substituted 
an invisible, unmovable, and homogeneous world of power for it' 
self.

106 
In sociology, powerful explanations should be counterchecked 

and counterbalanced. 
Thus, the accusation of forgetting 'power relations' and 'social in

equalities' should be placed squarely at the door of the sociologists of 
the social. If sociologists of associations wish to inherit this ancient, 
venerable, and fully justified intuition of the social science-power is 
unequally distributed-they also have to explain how domination has 
become so efficacious and through which unlikely means. Quite rea
sonably, it is for them the only way to make it modifiable. But to do so, 
a fourth uncertainty has to be accepted, a fourth can of worms 
opened-and this one is a Pandora's box. 

l(\f:. That this lesson is easy to forget is shown dramatically by the transatlantic destiny 
of Michel Foucault. No one was more precise in his anaJyticaJ decomposition of the tiny 
ingredients from which power is made and no one was more critical of social explan~ 
ations. And yet, as soon as Foucault was translated, he was immediately turned into the 
one who had 'revealed' power relations behind every innocuous activity: madness, 
natural history, sex, administration, etc. This proves again with what energy the notion 
of social explanation should be fought: even the genius of Foucault could not prevent 
such a total inversion. 

Fourth Source of Uncertainty: 
Matters of Fact vs. Matters of 

Concern 

G roups are made, agencies are explored, and objects play a role. 
Such are the three first sources of uncertainty we rely on if 

W'li want to follow the social fluid through its ever-changing and 
lll<.>visional shapes. So far, our core hypothesis may still remain accept
:;hle to those who define social in the traditional sense of the word. 
]'(>be sure, it requires more work: an extension of the list of actors 
:md agencies; a deepening of the conflicts about practical metaphysics; 
an abandonment of the artificial divide between social and technical 
~~:timensions'; a pursuit through areas scarcely visited until now; a 
new practice of finding controversies tnore rewarding and, in the 
~~nd, more stable than absolute departure points; and, finally, an invi
tiltion to develop a puzzling new custom to generously share meta
bi.nguage, social theory, and reflexivity with the actors themselves 
who are no longer considered as mere 'informants'. Still, the travels 
!hat are made possible by such a new departure point, although 
wtrgher and bumpier, have not requested any basic changes in the 
.l<:'ientific outlook itself. After all, sociology may remain a science 
even though this means paying a higher price than expected, visiting 
Si.tlt':S that had not been anticipated, accepting more relativity, 
Mid deploying more contradictory philosophies than seemed neces
Sili"Y at first glance. On the whole, abandoning the ether of society to 
feed off of controversies doesn't seem to be that much of a sacrifice. 
No matter how startling at first, new habits of thought might be quick 
10 form. 

Unfortunately, the difficulties we have to tackle do not stop at these 
three. A fourth source of uncertainty has to be accepted, and this one 
Will lead us to the trickiest points of the sociology of associations as 
well as to its birthplace. Sociology of science, or what is known as 
'science shtdies', is a convenient although banal translation into 
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English of the Greek word 'epistemology'. lll? After having doubted the 
'socio' in the word socio·logy, we now have to doubt its 'logy'. Once 
this double revision is completed, we might finally be able to use 
the word positively again and without too many qualms. At this 
juncture problems become so numerous that all our travels would 
come to a stop if we were not careful enough to prepare the visitors 
to get through this tangle. Once again, in order to gain some freedom 
of movement we have to learn how to go even slower. 

Constructivism vs. social constructivism 

ANT is the story of an experiment so carelessly started that it took a 
quarter of century to rectify it and catch up with what its exact 
meaning was. lt all started quite badly with the unfortunate use of 
the expression 'social constniCtion of scientific facts'. We now under
stand why the word 'social' could entail so much misunderstanding; it 
confused two entirely different meanings: a kind of stuff and a move· 
ment for assembling non·social entities. But why has the introduction 
of the word 'construction' triggered even more confusion? In account~ 
ing for this difficulty, I first hope to make clear why I give so much 
prominence to the tiny subfield of science studies. lt has renewed the 
meaning of all the words making up this innocent little expression: 
what is a fact, what is a science, what is a construction, and what is 
social. Not so bad for an experiment so recklessly conducted' 

In plain English, to say something is constructed means that it's not 
a mystery that has popped out of nowhere, or that it has a more 
humble but also more visible and more interesting origin. Usually, 
the great advantage of visiting construction sites is that they offer an 
ideal vantage point to witness the connections between hutnans and 
non·humans. Once visitors have their feet deep in the mud, they are 
easily struck by the spectacle of all the partic)Psants working hard at the 
time of their most radical metamorphosis.' R This is not only true of 
science but of all the other construction sites, the most obvious being 
those that are at the source of the metaphor, namely houses and 

1
'-'

7 A striking proof oflhe impact of science studies on social theory is lHovided by I he 
pdrallel effect il hnd on Haraway. See Donna). Haraway (1991), Simillfl'>, Cyborgs, m1d 
n:umeJJ: The ReinventimJ o( Nature. Pickering's critique of Ihe earlier explanatiom pro
vlded by Ilw Edinburgh school (Andy Pickering ( l!J9S), T11e Mangle d( Pmctice. Tim(', 
i1gew.v and Sckwe,l as \Vell as Karin Knorr-Cetina's definltitm of agencies in science (Karin 
Knorr-Cetina ~ 1999), EpL'>temic Cultures.· How V1e Sciences Make Krwwleds··r They all had Io 
lake a similar tum. 

lOll This i:; of cnurse Marx's decisive insight and wmains I he crucial advantage of any 
hisloricizaliOJl. 
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buildings fabricated by architects, masons, city planners, real estate 
,·;~g~.~nts 1 and homeowners. IO•J The same is true of artistic practice. 110 

'I'Iit: 'making of' any enterprise-films, skyscrapers, facts, political 
J'Hl.~(~tlngs, initiation rituals, haute couture, cooking-offers a view 
!hilt is sufficiently different from the official one. Not only does it 
k'<ld you backstage and introduce you to the skills and knacks of 
prilctltioners, it also provides a rare glimpse of what it is for a thing 
to emerge out of inexistence by adding to any existing entity its time 
di.mension. Even more important, when you are guided to any con. 
!llllction site you are experiencing the troubling and exhilarating 
!e1)1ing that things could bt' different, or at least that they could still 
l'i';il'-a feeling never so deep when faced with the final product, no 
matter how beautiful or impressive it may be. 

So, using the word 'construction' seemed at first ideal to describe a 
more realistic version of what it is for anything to stand. And indeed, in 
<IH domains, to say that something is constructed has always been 
;m,ociated with an appreciation of its robustness, quality, style, dur· 
;JbUity, worth, etc. So much so that no one would bother to say that a 
~kyscraper, a nuclear plant, a sculpture, or an automobile is 'con~ 
strutted'. This is too obvious to be pointed out. The great questions 
::m! rather: How well designed is it? How solidly constructed is it7 How 
d11rable or reliable is it? How costly is the material? Everywhere, in 
ti.)Chnology, engineering, architecture, and art, construction is so 
lnuch a synonym for the real that the question shifts immediately to 
I he next and really interesting one: Is it well or badly constructed? 

At first, it seemed obvious to us-the early science students-that if 
!here existed building sites where the usual notion of constructivism 
:;hould be readily applied, it had to be the laboratories, the research 
institutes, and their huge array of costly scientific instruments. Even 
ntore so than in art, architecture, and engineering, science offered the 
most extreme cases of complete artificiality and complete obiectivity 
J'IIoving in parallel. There could be no question that laboratories, 
particle accelerators, telescopes, national statistics, satellites arrays, 
giant computers, and specimen collections were artificial places the 
hhtory of which could be documented in the same way as for build· 
ings, computer chips, and locomotives. And yet there was not the 
slightest doubt that the products of those artificial and costly sites 
were the most ascertained, objective, and certified results ever 

109 5{>e two totally different bul equally remarkable examples in Tracy Kidder (l98S ), 
HOJJse (1985) and Rem Koolhas and Bruce Mau ( 1995), Small, ,\Jedium, Lilfg(', Extm-La~ge. 
No one should use Ihe v·mrd 'conslructkm' without reading first I he 'conslrucwrs'. 

no See Albt'na Yaneva (2001), L'afflut'fJCt' des objet.s, Pmgmatiquc compilri:e de l'art ron~ 
,H.w·qwraitJ et de l'artisanat' and Alben,'!. Yaneva (2003), 'When a Bus Meel a Museum. To 
Follow An isis, Curators and Workers in Art Installation'. 
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obtained by collective human ingenuity. This is why it was with great 
enthusiasm that we began using the expression 'construction of facts' 
to describe the striking phenomenon of artificiality and reality march· 
ing in step. Moreover/ to say that science1 tool was constructed gave 
the same thrill as with all the other 'makings of': we went back stage; 
we learned about the skills of practitioners; we saw innovations come 
into being; we felt how risky it was; and we witnessed the puzzling 
merger of human activities and non-human entities. By watching the 
fabulous film that our colleagues the historians of science were shoot
ing for us, we could attend, frame after frame, to the most incredible 
spectacle: truth being slowly achieved in breathtaking episodes with
out being sure of the result. As far as suspense was concerned, history of 
science outdid any plot Hollywood could imagine. Science for us be· 
cJn1e better than sin1ply objective/ it becan1e interesting/ just as inter
esting as it was for its practitioners engaged in its risky production. 111 

Unfortunately, the excitation went quickly sour when we realized 
that for other colleagues in the social as well as natural sciences the 
word construction meant something entirely different from what 
common sense had thought until then. To say that something was 
'constructed' in their minds meant that something was not true. They 
seemed to operate with the strange idea that you had to submit to this 
rather unlikely choice: eitl1er something was real and not constructed, 
ur it was constructed and artificial/ contrived and invented 1 1nade up 
and false. Not only could this idea not be reconciled with the sturdy 
meaning one had in mind when talking about a 'well constmcted' 
house, a ·well designed' software, or a 'well sculpted' statue, but it flew 
in the face of everything we were witnessing in laboratories: to be 
contiived and to be objective went together. If you began breaking 
the seamless norratives of fact making into two branches, it made the 
emergence of any science simply incomprehensible. Facts were facts
meaning exact-because they were fabricated-meaning that they 
emerged out of artificial situations. Every scientist we studied was 
proud of this connection between the quality of its construction and 
the quality of its data. This strong connection was actually one's main 
claim to fame. While the epistemologists might have forgotten this, 
etymology was there to remind everybody. 1 f 2 We were prepared to 
answer the more interesting question: Is a given fact of science well or 

111 Before the 'antl-whiggish 1 reactions in the history of sclence, it was i!l1possible tu 
-:.hare the li/Jid(lsciendi of practitioners: face<i with the final product

1 
the pu\)\ic had no 

other way to get intereste·d in science but the pedagogical injunction: 1It's tn1e
1 

so you 
should knuw about it.' 

111 The french epistemulugLst Gaston Bache lard h<-..s often insisted on this doub\1! 
etymology For an English presentiltion see 1\.·far;.' Tiles and Robert B. Pippin (1984)

1 

Bach !'lard: Sfier~ce wui Objertivity. 
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.l:•,uli.V constructed? But certainly not to sway under this most absurd 
J:~[h:~rnative: 1Choosel Either a fact is real or it's fabricated!/ 

)\Jld yet, it became painfully clear that if we wanted to go on using 
word construction we would have to fight on two fronts: against 
epistemologists who went on claiming that facts were 'of course' 
constructed-which had about as much sense as saving that babies 

·~U't~ .not born out of their 1nother1s wombs-and against our 1dear 
~oHeagues' who seemed to imply that if facts were constructed then 
i!l<;y were as weak as fetishes-or at least what they believed fetishists 
'lldi.eved' in. At which point, it could have been safer to abandon the 
word 'construction' entirely-especially since the word 'social' had the 
,;~.I.Ike built-in defect of maddening our readers as surely as a torero's 

·(ape in front of a bull. On the other hand. it remained an excellent 
t~rlll for all the reasons just mentioned. Especially useful was the clear 
l'>•shion in which 'construction' focused on the scene in which hu
niiltls and non-humans were fused together. Since the whole idea of 
the new social theory we were inventing was to renew in both direc
tions what was a social actor and what was a fact, it remained crucial 
not to lose sight of those most extraordinary building sites where this 
d\lllble metamorphosis was occurring. This is why l thought it more 
;;1ppropriate to do with constructivism what we had done for relativ
i,ml: thrown at us like insults, both terms had a much too honorable 
tt<tdition not to be reclaimed as a glorious hanner. After all, those who 
I.Titicized us for being relativists never noticed that the opposite would 
b~· absolutism. 113 And those who criticized us for being constructivists 
would have probably not wished to see that the opposite position, if 
words have any 1neaning1 was filndamentalism. 114 

On the one hand, it seemed easy enough to reclaim a sturdy meaning 
lor this much maligned term construction: we simply had to use the 
new definition of social that was reviewed in the earlier chapters of this 
b<:.•Jk. In the same way as a Socialist or an Islamic Republic is the 
opposite of a Republic, adding the adjective 'social' to 'constructivism' 
('O·mpletely perverts its 111eaning. In other words1 

1Constructivisn1 1 

.should not be confused with 'social constructivism'. When we say 
that a fact is constructed, we simply mean that we account for the 
solid objective reality by mobilizing various entities whose assemblage 
-could fail; 1Social constructivisl11 1 n1eans1 on the other hand1 that we 
1eplace what this reality is made of with some other stuff; the social in 
which it is 'really' built. An account about the heterogeneous genesis of 
a building is substituted by another one dealing with the homogeneous 

113 David Bloor (1991), Knnwlflige and Socia/lnu!g<'f}'. 
114 Bruno Latour (2003a)1 

1The I'rumises of Constructivism'. I am followinf: here in 
this chapter the clarifying work of la11 Hacking (1999), Tlw Sucial C(lr!Stmrtioll (I(H1hat? 
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social matter in which it is built. To bring constructivism back to its feet, 
it's enough to see that once social means again association, the whoh~ 
idea of a building made of social stuff vanishes. For any construction to 
take place, non~human entities have to play the major role and this is 
just what we wanted to say from the beginning with this rather innocu• 
ous word. 

But obviously this rescue operation was not enough since the rest of 
the social sciences seemed to share a completely different notion of 
the same term. How could that be? Our mistake was that since we had 
never shared the idea that construction could mean a reduction W 
only one type of material, we produced antibodies against the accus• 
ation that we had reduced facts to 'mere construction' only very 
slowly. Since it was obvious to us that 'social construction' n1eant a 
renewed attention to the number of heterogeneous realities entering 
into the fabrication of some state of affairs, it took years for us to react 
in a balanced way to the absurd theories with which we appeared to be 
associated. 115 Even though constructivism was for us a synonym for an 
increase in realism, we were feted by our colleagues in social critique as 
having shown at last that 'even science is bunk'! lt took me a long time 
to realize the danger of an expression that, in the hands nf our 'best 
friends', apparently meant some type of revenge against the solidity of 
scientific facts and an expose of their claim to truth. They seemed to 
imply that we were doing for science what they were so proud of 
having done for religion, art, law, culture, and everything the rest of 
us believe in, namely reducing it to dust by showing it was made up. 
For someone who had never been trained in critical sociology, it was 
hard to imagine that people could use the causal explanation in their 
own discipline as proof that the phenomena they were accounting for 
didn't really exist, not to mention that they were associating the 
artificiality of the construction with a deficit in reality. Unwittingly; 
constructivism had become a synonym of its opposite number: decon~ 
struction. 

No wonder that our excitement in showing the 'social construction 
of scientific fact' was met with such fury by the actors themselves! For 
physicists, it is far from the same thing to settle complex controversies 
about black holes or to be presented instead with 'power struggles 
among physicists'. For a religious soul, it is far from the same thing to 
address God in prayer and to be said to pray only to 'the personalization 

IL~ Since, in lbe F1ench tiadiliou, COIIStmcthist and wtionalisl aw synonymous, il 
\Vas especially difficult fn1 lhe F1ench. The association of the wmd 'coustmctiou' ~vith 
any suspicion aboul the 1eality of science crossed ou1 'Duhellllau' (see Fiene Duliem 
(1904), La Tfu!oric> Plrvsique. Sun objet so stmcturt'), 'Bachel<lldiao', 01 'Canguilliemian' 
lllind only very sloV>'ty. See Georges Crmguilhem ( t968 [ 1988]), ldeolog,I' anll RaHvnallty in 
t/Ic Histt!r}. a( the Li(e Scienn's, 
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·of Sodety'. For a lawyer, it is not the same thing to obey the Constitu~ 
or to yield to powerful lobbies hidden behind the law. For a haute 

1'•:)\Jture seamstress, it is not the same to cut through thick and shiny 
vdv<:l or to be said to make 'social distinction' visible. For a follower of 
<l cult, it's not the same thing to be tied to the existence of a divinity 
and to be told that one adores a fetish made out of wood. The substi~ 
tulion of the social with other stuff seems to every actor a catastrophic 

. lo·SS.tO be adamantly resisted-and rightly so! lf, however, the word 
!O(ial is not used to replace one kind of stuff by another, but is used 

··•···.· i;lJStead to deploy the associations that have rendered some state of 
· · :;l'f<'tlrs solid and durable, then another social theory might become 

;UI<Ilble at last. 
lliow could there be, we wondered, such a divide in the basic duties 

.·. of sndal science? This is why it slowly dawned on us that there was 
,.;),IHething deeply flawed not only in the standard philosophy of 

's•::·i<:nce, but also in the standard social theories used to account for 
11IIWr domaim than science. This is what made AN!' scholars at first look 
<"ilher too critical-they were accused of attacking 'even' matters of 
facts and of not 'believing' in 'Nature' or in 'outside reality'-or much 
ton naive-they believed in the agencies of 'real things' that were 'out 
!here' 116 ln effect, what ANT was trying to modify was simply the use 

· of the whole critical repertoire by abandoning simultaneously the use of 
N<llure and the use of Society, which had been invented to reveal 
''behind' social phenomena what was 'really taking place'. This, how~ 
o;ver, meant a complete reinterpretation of the experiment that we had 
conducted, at first unwittingly, when trying to account sociologically 
lor the production of science. After all, there is a lot to be said in favor 
nf red flags in the hands of clever toreros as they might, in the end, 
allow one to tame the wild beast. 

The fortunate wreck of sociology of science 

tN me first dispose of a mistake frequently made about our original 
subfield by people who are not conversant with it-and that means, 
I. am afraid, most of the world. The field of science studies is often 
presented as the atmsion of the same normal sociology of the social to 
Jl new object: scientific activities. After having studied religion, class 
struggles, politics, law, popular cultures, drug addiction, urbanism, 

Il<i The fi1st nilique has been offe1ed t1llling l11e 'Science Wa1s' epbode, lhe second 
n.m be seen in Collins and Yeailey 'Epistemological Chicken'; Simon Schaffel (199lal, 
'TIIe Etghleeuth Brumaia' of Bnmo Lalolll'i and Steve Woolg<H (1991), 'The Tum lo 
'lP,chnology in Social Studies of Scirnce'. 
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corporate culture, etc., social scientists, so the story goes, had no 
reason to stop at what is the hallmark of contemporary societies: 
science and technology According to this view, laboratories and re• 
search institutes were no more than the next items in a list of topics to 
be tackled by using the nonnal ingredients of social methodology that 
had been used elsewhere 'with so much success'. This was the almost 
unanimous opinion-including that of our colleagues with whom, 
years ago, we started our enquiries and who are called 'sociologists of 
scientific knowled~e' (SSK) or more vaguely 'science and technology 
students' (S&TS). 11 

· 

Had I to write an introduction to science shidies, I would be glad to 
march behind such a flag. 118 But since I am trying to define AJ\'T, I have 
to show how it emerged out of sociology of science by drawing ex
treme conclusions not only for science but also for social theory. ANI' 
is not the branch of social science that has succeeded in extending its 
methods to scientific activity and then to the rest of society, but the 
branch (or rnther the twig) made of those who have been thoroughly 
shaken when trying to give a social explanation of the hard facts of 
science. ANT scholars are mainly defined as those who have drawn, 
from the thirty odcl years of sociology of science, a completely differ
ent conclusion than those of their best aml closest colleagues: 
Whereas the later have decided that social theory works even on science, 
we have concluded that, overall and in the details, social theory has 
failed on science so radimlly that it's safe to postulate that it had always 
(ailed elsewhere as well. Social explanations cannot be 'extended' to 
science, thus they cannot expand anywhere else. If sociology claims 
to become somewhat of a science-and we do share this claim-it 
has to come to grasps with such an obstacle without flinching. 

To check that this argument is not an empty paradox, I have to 
explain why we had to abandon our friends' positions-\\ithout of 
course abandoning either close collaboration or friendship! In effect, 
four conclusions had been drawn from the development of sociology 
of science-! can ignore the fifth position, but I wonder whether it 
really even exists. It supposedly concluded that science is a 'social 
fiction like all the other social fictions' because it is obviously no 
longer interested In elaborating a social science and does not grasp 
the first thing about fiction anyhow. 119 

117 Although l have nev~r 11Sed those labels. precisely because they maintain in 
existence the different domains thilt they haw to dissolve, l haw no problem in saying 
tll,H ANT pertains to the flelds of science, technolog}l and society. 

1 JB There exist several ones. See Mario Biagioli ( 1999), The Sdente Studies ReodiT; 
Ma::.simiano Bucchi t2004), Srience iu Society: An 1 ntrodnction to the Sociol Studies of"SJ"ience; 
J.nd Dominique Vinck 099SL l~a sociolosie des sci(.'JJcf"s. 

1 
I\' l have seen the accusation often bnt have never read anyone wlw had actnally 

stated the arg1mwnt. Disproving a non-existing position has nonetheless become 
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'l.'he first position is quite predictable: science studies lwd to {i1il 
· tontpletely because no social explanation of objective science can be 

ol'fl!ted; facts and theories are too hard, too technical, too real, too 
~·,l!:lnal, and too remote from human and social interest. Trying to 
.,-,xplain science sociologically is a contradiction since, by definition, 
lhe scientific is only what has escaped from the narrow constraints of 
sodety-by which they probably mean ideology, political passions, 
M .. lbjective mood, and endless, empty debates. Scientific objectivity 
liil~ to remain forever the rock on which all the ambitions of sociology 

· w'ill wreck, the stone that will always humiliate its pride. Such is the 
lll<ljority reaction of philosophers, epistemologists and, strangely 
mr<lugh, most social scientists: there can be a sociology of knowledge, 

· · of pseudo-sciences, of belief, of the superficial aspects of science
.· 'scientists are humans, too' says the cliche-lmt not of the cognitive, 

objective, atemporal aspects of the incontrovertible results of sci
{~no::.120 Exeunt sociologists. 

The second, less extreme conclusion can be stated in this way: in 
<)rder to be respected and to succeed, sociology should stick to just 
!.hose points deemed superficial by the former position. Indeed, soci
ol.ogy of science should limit itself to career patterns, institutions, 
ethics, public understanding, rewanl systems, legal disputes and it 
should propose only with great prudence to establish 'some relations' 
b~etween some 'cognitive' factors and some 'social' dimensions, but 
without pressing the point too hard. Such is the position of a sociology 
of scientists (as opposed to a sociology of science) put forward, for 
Instance, by Robert K. Merton and later Pierre Bourdieu. 121 

The third conclusion is the one drawn by most of our colleagues in 
science studies: in their eyes, sociologists of the former persuasion are 
much too timid. As to those who have predicted with glee the failure 
of all scientific explanations of science, they have embraced a form of 
pine obscurantism. They were never able to offer a reason why science 
Hsdf could not be scientifically studied. 122 For scholars in SSK and 

~~:•mewhat of a cottage indmtry (see the book with tllc apt title by Noretta Koergte 
~ l998), A House Built 011 Sand: Exposing J>ostmodemist Myths d/xml 5cit'JJ(t'), As nsual the 
(':Jnfuslon between relati\'ism (anything goes) and relativity is ma(ie at a price. As 
U1:.~-leuze said, 'Relativism is not the relatl\·ity of truth lJut tlK• truth of relation.' Gille 
!):~-leuze (1993), T11e Fold: Lei!mitL and tile Baroque. 

120 This default p;_>sition can be found in the cleverest version in Phi lip Kltcller (2003), 
~d',~·~nce, Truth, and Dcmoaac)-' as well as in the superJidal Paul R. Gross, Norman LE'vitt 
i:!l·~d Mtutin W. Lewis (l997), The Flight from Science and Reoson. 

121 R.K. Merton ( 197:~), The Sociology u{ScieJJce. Thcor,'tical mul Empirical !JJvestigotions. 
The rather crepuscular book written by Bourclien to 'explain' the difference behveen his 
~<:I>J;"iology of scientists and science studies bears witness to this distinction. See Pierre 
Hourdieu (2001), Scienre de lo scieu,·,· et r#flexivitf. 

122 Bloor KJw\vlcdsr- dnd Socidl Jmqgery; Harry M. Collins and Trevor Pinel! (1982}, 
fmmes ,){Afeaning: the Social Cnustmction of"Extroordinar}' Sci end'. 
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more generally STS, cognitive and technical aspects of science, on the 
whole, are thoroughly studiable by sociologists. It requires invention, 
adaptation and precaution, but the usual tools of the trade are 
adequate enough-even though tricky questions of reflexivity and real· 
ism might make some people dizzy and queasy. 123 Such has become, and 
·with good reason, the t01nmon sense of sociologists of science. 

But from the very same experiment we have drawn a completely 
different fourth conclusion-or rather the 'we' l use in this book is 
defined as those who have drawn the following consequences: 124 

a) a thorough sociology of science is perfectly possible-against the 
philosophers of science and in agreement with the whole of science 
studies; · 
b) such a sociology cannot be limited to the superficial and social 
context of science-against those who wish to limit the ambitions of 
their discipline to the study of scientists and who voluntarily shun 
away fron1 the technical and cognitive content; 
c) scientific practice is too hard to be cracked by ordinary social theory 
and a new one has to be devised which can be used to throw a new 
light on 'softer' topics as well-against our colleagues in the field of 
science studies who chose not to see the threat to their original diS· 
cipline raised by their own work-' 25 

l am not claiming that tl1is conclusion to the thrilling adventure of 
science studies is the only necessary and inevitable one. I am simply 
saying that to be called 'ANT scholars' it is necessary to transform the 
failure of providing a convincing social explanation of scientific hard 
facts into a proof. It is not that sociology of science was doomed to fail, 
but that social theory instead had to be redone. 121

' Since there exist 

121 S.:e Steve Wnolgar ( 1988), Science The l.'cry Idea. \Voolgar has done a remarkable iob 
at trying to make his colleagues even dizziet, although hC' has always remained safely and 
wisely inside the strict limits given by the anthropocentric repertoire of discourse about 
obiects of sciente and technolngy. He made sure that the gap between words and worlds 
became even v-.."ider, witltnut noticing that science studies in addition tn a lesson in irony 
cuuld also be a lesson tn realism. 

124 l would not attempt to defme the real slze of this incredibly small ';ve', not being 
sure that lt extends much beyond the 62 boulevard St Michel in Paris, and e<'en that 
might b€ limited to the ground floor! l can only pretend tube a 'representative sample' of 
a non~existing group. 

12s The <leparture point is easy to locate in the two disputes with our SSK friends. See 
Cullins and Year ley 'Epistemological Chicken'. See our response in Calion amt Latour, 
'Don't throw the Baby out ;vith the Bath School~ A reply to Collins and Yearley'; see also 
David Bloor (1999), 'Anti·Latour' ond my responst' in Bruno Latom (1999b), 'For Bloor 
and Beyond- a Response to David Bloor's "Anti~Latour" '. 

146 This shibboleth could nicely dispense with reading muth of what pas~es for AJ'.TT as 
this social theory has been put on its head and used as an all-purpose, all~lerrain 
'methodology', which catt be 'applied' to any field \'/ithout ttselfundergoing any change 
{see the Interlude P- 14t). Conversely, masses of work in the history of science and 
technology· could count as ANT. 
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t:.~'['trimenta crucis (decisive experiments) neither in physics nor in 
sodology, l cannot demonstrate that this is the only way to go, but 
t can claim that by using this failure as a springboard-no social 
·(;~planation of science is possible-a new path opens up for social 
th;,ory: the social has never explained anything; the social has to be 

· <"X.plained instead. It's the very notion of a social explanation that has 
to be dealt with. Our colleagues prefer to say: 'Social explanation of 
>dence has failed because it is contradictory.' Or they might say: 'It has 
succeeded fairly well, let's go on with bt.siness as usual.' But ANT 

·•··. pr<>poses: 'It's a great opportunity now that it has failed so thoroughly 
!·ince it may finally bring social theory to its senses.' In the same way as 

·church fathers celebrated Adam's sin as a (elix culpa (a fortunate fall 
f1:om grace) because it had triggered Christ's redemption, I could say 
IINI.t the failure of a social explanation on science has been the great 
<:h<HlCe for social theory. 

If our decision to draw those conclusions from this experiment 
<'<mnot be proven, it is nonetheless far from being frivolous, as if we 
ll:ad made it just for the fun of it, simply 'pour epater le bOILrgcois'. There 
l.s an excellent reason, retrospectively at least, why the special case of 
ld.ence should have wrecked social theory so completely: it was the 
fi.rst time that social scientists were really studying "P· 
;Until laboratories, machineries, and markets were carefully scrutin. 
i.ztd, Objectivity, Efficacy and Profitability-the three Graces of mod. 
<?tnism-were simply taken for granted. Social scientists had fallen 
i·nto tbe dangerous habit of studying only those activities that differed 
l'rwn those default positions: irrationality should be accounted for; 
1:ationality was never in need of any additional justification; the 
slnl.ight path of reason did not require any social explanation, only 
iH crooked deviations. 127 Thus, no real test had ever been proposed to 
.SC'i' whether a social explanation of anything actually held up or not, 
since rationality itself was never questioned. Even when they were 
tycoons, artistic geniuses, movie stars, boxing rhan1pions, or states
I:J:len, sociologists' informants were always branded by the stigma of 
111-,ing less rational, less objective, less reflexive, less scientific, or less 
a<ademic than those doing the study. Thus, in spite of what they often 
d;timed, sociologists had always studied dow11, since the power of 
~cience remained on their side and was not itself scrutinized. Religion, 
popular culture, n1ythical cos1nologies, n1arkets, corporations-even 
works of art-were never as strong as the science of the social, which 
was replaci11g all those softer things by the harder stuff of some hidden 

, tv This remains the durable contribution of David Bkx)r's principle of s~'mmetry 
ht.•ct~ulse it was the only way to break away from the stifling influence of satinlogy of 
kn(lWledge that was limited to irrationalism. 
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social aggregates as well as their powers, structure, and inertia. Th<• 
wheels of the explanans had always been forged in more solid ste('l 
than those of the explanandum. No wonder they easily grinded out 
proofs and effortlessly cranked out data. 

For example, religious people never screamed in anger when they 
were 'socially explained'. Who would have listened to them anyway!' . 
If anything, their sobs would have been further proof that they could 
not stand witnessing their fanciful and archaic illusions explained by 
the cold glare of hard social facts. And the same would have happened 
if politicians, the poor, workers, farmers, and artists had whined at 
being 'put into a social context'. Who would have listened to tht~ 
three-century long string of objections raised by tropical worshippers 
accused of fetishism? They might have grumbled and shrugged, but. 
never did they bite back at the sociologists' proofs. So who would have 
checked the efficacy of social explanation? Certainly not critical soci• 
ologists, especially because their 'explanations' always fell on concerns 
they did not much care for. So not only did the social explanatlmt 
never run into a counter case, but its acid also had no difficulty ln 
dissolving issues for which social scientists could not care less about 
since, in their almost prophetic drive for emancipation, they tried to 
help people out of them! What event could have awaked them out ol 
their dogmatic slumber? How about the gentle hum of laboratory air 
conditioning! 

This is the Archimedean point social theory was looking for .... 
Science represented a completely different challenge and this is 
exactly the reason why we tackled it first-even though, for reasons 
of logic, I place it fourth in this book. Not only did social scientists care 
wholeheartedly about science, but it was also their only treasure left 
after the cruel disenchantment of modernism had struck down all the 
older ideals. Beyond objectivity, universality, and scientificity, there 
was nothing worth clinging to. Their only hope was to become full• 
fledged scientists. And yet, for the first time, social scientists had to 
study something that was l!iglzer, /zanier, and stronger than them. For 
the first time, the explanandurn resisted and grinded the teeth of 
the explanans' cogs to mere stumps. Not only that, but the screams of 
those being studied could be heard loud and clear-and they were not 
coming from Bali, the ghettos, TV studios, corporate board rooms, or 
the US Senate, but from departments next door, from colleagues in the 
very same hiring and grant committees. 

Now, at last, it was tirne to carry out in the social sciences the 
experiment which had never been carried out before: What proof do 
we have that a social explanation holds when we study 11p? When the 
reactions of those studied cannot be ignored? When the 'cultural 
capital' of those studied is infinitely higher than those doing the 
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study? When the objects to be replaced by 'social force' are obviously 
: mw:h stronger, varied, longer lasting than this very social force that is 
.B!.I[ljlOs;•d to explain them? When the truths to be explained are 
<•qwilly valued by those who study and by those who are studied as 
tl:l1<c only treasure on earth worth fighting for? After two centuries of 

. <!'asHy explaining away the behavior and beliefs of farmers, the poor, 
· · l'~'lishlsts, fanatics, priests, lawyers, and businessmen whose anger was 

!ai'I'IY registered and by providing explanations that could never be 
co1npared one to one with what was explained, we were going to 
flmllly see whether or not the social could explain anything else. 
(]le.rnists, rocket scientists, and physicists are used to seeing their 

· l<'lhoratories explode, but it had been quite a while before the sociolo
~.ist's office could run an experiment risky enough even to have a 
d~<lili.Ce to fail! And, this time, it did explode. After a week in Roger 

. (Jllillemin's laboratory thirty years ago, I remember how inescapable 
1: l'<>tmd the conclusion: the social cannot be substituted for the tiniest 

· polypeptide, the smallest rock, the most innocuous electron, the tam
;,st baboon. Objects of science may explain the social, not the other 

:· W<IY around. No experience was more striking than what 1 saw with my 
,OWI:l. eyes: the social explanation had vanished into thin air. 

· N<~lurally, many branches of social science made the same effort, 
t"Sp<'dally feminist studies, queer studies, some cultural shidies and 

· m,nst of anthropology. But is it really unfair to say that those bodies of 
work risked remaining peripheral, marginal, and exotic as long as they 

·· W<'r<' contrasted with scientific objectivity, which was supposed to 
ysc:ape from that sort of treatment? The service provided by science 
$i'lldies and similar branches of social science was to remove the stand

. iHd that made them by comparison marginal or simJ?,lY 'special'. After 
... ):dence studies, every social science can study 'up'. Ls 

No social explanation is necessary 

rhe difficulty was to make sense of this experience-and this took a 
11N~:ry long tirne. That scientists were sometimes angry at us was not in 
itj~lf that significant. Studying up does not mean being submitted to 
l:h<~ agenda of those we study: what some disgruntled scientists con
<:~uded frorn our research remains their business, not ours. As far as 
I. tan tell from the confusing episodes of what has been called the 

125 Such is the source of my chaminist attachment for my beloved little subfield. 
H'Uli'l'l now on science, too, is 'special' inste;Jd of bt•ing that which makes all the other 
~l;'(:ttVities 'special'. 
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'Science Wars', they might have concluded that the white purity of 
science should never be snllied by the dark aml greasy fingers of mere 
sociologists.' 29 If they have not learned anything from their encoun· 
ters with tts, this is too bad for them and there is not much we can do, 
But even if they drew the wrong conclusion, their furor at what 
sociologists were so clearly missing in trying to explain their work 
was for me a crucial sign. No matter how misguided their reactions, 
it showed that whenever a social explanation was provided there was 
something very tricky going on. Instead of establishing some connec· 
tion between two entities, it often happens that one entity is substi
tuted by another one. At which point the necessary search for causality 
has become a wholly different enterprise dangerously close to presti· 
digitation. 

How can this sleight of hand be done'! lt happens when a complex, 
uniqne, specific, varied, multiple, and original expression is replaced 
by a simple, banal, homogeneous, multipurpose term under the pre· 
text that the latter may explain the former. For instance, when you try 
to relate the revolution in medicine introduced by Lonis Pasteur to a 
small set of terms summarizing the French Second Empire; or when 
you try to account for Van Gogh's Ch,lmbre ,; Aries with a small number 
of alHmrpose expressions having to do with artists' markets. What 
begins as a classical and fully respectable search for an explanation 
ends ttp by replacing the explanandum with the exphuums. While other 
sciences keep adding causes to phenomena, sociology might be the 
only one whose 'causes' risk having the strange effect of making the 
phenomena they are supposed to explain vanish altogether. 

Such is the interpretation l chose to give to the 'Science Wars': 
scientists made us realize that there was not the slightest chance that 
the type of social forces we use as a cause could have objective facts as 
their effects. 130 Not only because we lacked respect for them-in 
which case we could have ignored or even taken pride in debunking 
their pretensions111-but because we could not detect any continuity 
between the causalities we were putting forward and the objects to 
which they were attached. Thanks to the scientists knee-jerk reactions, 

uw St•e Baotlnin jort1ant (1998), Impos/Hres intellJ'<"ttwlles. Ll'5 malcntendu~ de l'uffi.Jire 
Sokul and Yves jeanneret ( 1998), L'JJffilirr SllkJJl 1111 fa <JlWrrlle des impu.~tJJres. 

too I <lm using 'Science Wars' lo designate lhe entire reaction of scientists to the studies 
made of them even though il look about twenly years between the beginning of real 
hard core science studies ;md the bitter episodes triggered by lhe publications of \cience 
·warriors'. 

HJ This is what h<JS rt>lldered mnking a critique so dangerous. The urge for debunking 
IH•s bernrne lhe l1esl 1vay to protect the anal}'st from even hearing the scream nf those 
they misinterpret, lV!llle draptng themselves in the role of courageolJS iconoclasts who 
alnne ·see through' the mysteries to which ordinary people are naively attached. On lhis 
anthropology of iconoclasm, see Bruno Lalottr and Peler \·Veibel (20()2), lnmoclasll: 
Bevnml thr lnmge H-lns in Sl.icnre, Religivn umi Art. 
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which could not be ignored because they dealt with harder facts than 
<I!US and occupied an academic position dangerously close to us, we 
>!.owly came to realize-provided we wished to-that such a slick 
~uhstitution might have been occurring wmoticed in all the other 
!!lhfields of social sciences as well, even when we were studying 
down and not up. ln which case, it was not only science bnt the 

· \\·lJDle of social theory that had always provided harder objects than 
!he social forces used to explain it-fetishes, beliefs, religions, wltnres, 
<Ul,law, markets. Even when no actor screamed back, no alann ringed, 
I he social scientists' legislation seemed to run smoothly and to even•
one's satisfaction, celebrating still a new success for its 'scientific 
nH;thod'. 

ANT does not assert that all the other domains of social science are 
fi·!le and that only science and technology require a special strategy 
IJeumse they are so much harder, so much more important, and so 
llll;l·Ch more respectable. lt claims that since social accounts have failed 
on science so pitifully, it must have failed everywhere, science being 
spl!<:ial only in the sense that its practitioners did not let sociologists 
p<l;sS through their turf and destroy their objects with 'social explan
:lllions' without voicing their dissent loud and clear. Elsewhere the 
''l!tformants' had always resisted but in a way that was not so notice-

.· :;~ble because of their lower statns or, when it was noticed, their furor 
was simply added to the data of the critical theorist as further proof 
lhat 'naive actors' cling to their pet illnsions even in the face of the 
most blatant refutations. Scientists do not offer a special case of recal
•.:il'mnce: we have simply rediscovered, thanks to science studies, that it 
slwuld have remained the case evnywllere, be it in the social or natural 
sdences. 132 As we will see later on, onr job as social scientists is to 
.~enerate recalcitrant hard facts and passionate objectors that resist 

. social explanations. In effect, sociologists have always studied up. 13
·' 

Could this lead to a science of the social after so many attempts to 
e·tigage sociology 'on the sure path of science' as Kant had said? This 
11t:mains to be seen. What is clear at this point is that science as an 
Jlctivity is part o(the problem as well as part of the solution, and that no 
sndal science is now possible without a strong-minded sociolot,'Y of 

·.Bl I woold have never navig;Hed this move >vllhout lsatwlle Slengers {1997), Pmver 
ami lm'entiun ancl Slengers, The lnventillll 11(Modem SciJ'nce. See an essay interpreting her 
atg\lment in Bruno Latom (2004a), 'How lO Talk about the Body? The Normative 
l)imension of Science SllJdies'_ 

133 Such was Harold Garfinkel's crucial Insight from the very beginning. Ami ll is the 
right attitude of almost anyone else in the social sciences becalJSe In practice i.l's very rare 
that good observers can stlck to their socialllleOr)'. This is whal makes Pierre Bomdieo 
{1972), OtJtlinJ' o(u Throry of l'n1ctire such an insightful book. This allilllde of full respect 
is at the heart oflhe C!1icago School of sociology ami in all the work nf Hm'vie Becker. See 
Howard Becker (1982), Art lVJ1rlds. 
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science at its core to renwve the snake of social explanation it has 
nurtured up to now. So far, what passes as 'epistemology of social 
sciences' has simply accumulated the defects built in the traditional 
conceptions of episten1ology and sociology. 

To use this point positively, and not simply as some example of how 
reflexive sociologists are sawing the branch on which they are unconl
fortably seated, a little more work has to be done. The discovery-! see 
no reason to abstain from this rather grandiose word-that giving an 
explanation should not be confused with substituting a phenomenon 
for a social one has to be fully absorbed if we wish to continue our 
travels. 

The difficulty resides with the word 'substitution'. I know full well 
that even the most positivist sociologists of the social will naturally 
object that they never 'really meant' that when giving a social explan
ation of, let's say, religious fervor, they 'literally meant' replacing 
statues/ incense/ tearS 1 prayers/ alld pilgrhnages by 1SOUie stuff' like 
'social cohesion' that would be hidden 'beneath' the clouds of smoke. 
They are not, they argue, that stupid. What they 'really mean' is that 
there Inust exist 1behiiid 1 the varieties of religious experience anothet 
deeper, stronger force that is 'due to society' and which explains why 
religious fervor holds 'in spite of the fact' that entities mobilized in 
pr<Iyers (gods, divinities) have no 'real existence'. Similarly, since ob
jects of art have no intrinsic properties, the passions they trigger nmst 
come from some other source that can account for the durable interest 
people invest in masterpieces. 

So1 sociologists don 1t 1really 1nean 1 that a social force could be made 
visible 1 instead of' gods and divinities or 1in addition 1 to works of artf 
only that this force is what gives them a durable existence in the 
absence of what actors say nmst be the solid and substantial t1esh of 
their divinities and masterpieces. lt should thus be noted that, con
trary to what usually happens in natural sciences/ the task of explain
ing starts only after a profound suspicioll has been introduced about 
the very existence of the objects to be accounted for. Critical theorists 
would add that such a revelation of the social entity would be unbear
able, since it would actually destroy the necessary illusion that makes 
society niaintain its 1Veil of false consciousness~. So1 in their account1 

social forces play the complicated role of being simultaneously what 
has to be postulated to explain everything and what, for many reasons, 
has to re1nain invisible. Those contradictory requirements are very 
reminiscent of the l91

h century ether that had to be at once infinitely 
rigid and infinitely elastic No wonder: like the ether of physicists, the 
social of sociologists is an artifact caused by the same lack of relativity 
in the description. 
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This is a difficult spot " 4 When l begin to ask naive questions about 
wh<lt is really meant by social explanation, I am told not to take the 
~.)Xhitence of social forces 1literally' 1 since no reasonable sociologists 
~VN claimed that they could really substitute society for the object it 
i:xplains. They would rather say that they try to give familiar causes to 
unl11miliar phenomena or, like the natural sciences they are so fond of, 
unfamiliar causes to fallliliar phenomena. Fine, but the difficulty 
('OIJI,es from the double meaning of social we have already detected: 
b<Jhind the innocuous epistemological claim that social explanations 
have to be ferreted out, lies the ontological claim that those causes 
h<lVe to mobilize forces made or social stuff. For reasons that will 
become clearer in the second part of this book, to explain is not a 
I:IIysterious cognitive feat, but a very practical world-building enter
pl~·Ase that consists in connecting entities with other entities1 that is 1 in 
tracing a network. So, ANT cannot share the philosophy of causality 
used in social sciences. Every tin1e s01ne A is said to be related to son1e 
n, it's the social itself that is being generated. If my questioning of 
"S{~(:ial explanations looks unfair1 blind1 and obsessively literal 1 it's 
IJ,!{:ause I don't want to confuse the assembling of the collective with 
the: mere review of the entities already assembled or with a bundle of 
I.Jomogeneous social ties. It's thus essential to detect as early as possible 
ililY sleight of hand iu the ways the collective is being composed. Is it 
unfair to say that in the hauds of later day 'social explainers' allusions 
to the social risk becoming empty repetitious? That alluding to the 
t<::ar-world of society has become even more supert1uous than the 
promise of an afterlife? 

If they dou't literally replace some phenomenon by sollle social 
Ioree, what do social explainers mean when they say that there is 
~orne force 'behind the illusory appearances' that constitutes the 
·'real stuff' out of which gods, arts, law, markets, psychology, and 
bdi.efs are 'really' made? What is au entity that plays the lllain part 
1Vlthout doing anythi11g'! What sort of absence/preseuce is this? To me, 
i.hls looks even more mysterious than the dogma of the Holy Trinity, 
and I am not reassured when it is this mystery that is supposed to 
explain the whole of religion 1 law1 art 1 politics/ econo1nics1 empires/ or 
just plain everythiug-including the Holy Trinity! And I dou't find it 
fair at this time to hedge by claiming that sociology is not philosophy 
anyway; that theories are moot; that good social scientists have no 
llme to split hairs; and that they are too busy with empirical questions 
or that the tasks of emancipation are too pressing. lf sociology 

1.1
4 l thank Gerard de Vries for hts help tn those treacherous straits. If I drov·ln, It's not 

his fault. 
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suddenly falls back onto an anti-intellectualist stance whenever things 
get delicate, why does it call itself a science? 

It is exactly at such a juncture that we have to choose to be literal, 
naive, and myopic. Refusing to understand only half is sometimes a 
virtue. After all, physicists got rid of the ether only when one of them 
was moronic enough to ask how the small handle of a clock could be 
'superimposed' on the big one: everyone else knew, he chose not to. 13s 
With all clue respect, I propose to do the same with this great mystery 
of the social. Everyone seems to know what it means to 'relate' religion 
and society, law and society, art and society, market and society, to 
h:;ve something at once 'behind', 'reinforced', 'invisible', and 'denied'. 
But l don't! 

With my voluntarily narrowed mind l'd say that if social element A 
is said to •cause' the existence of B, C, and D, then not only should it be 
able to generate back B, C, and D, but it should also account for the 
differences between B, C, and D, except if it can be shown that B, C, and 
D are the same thing, in which case their differences can be declared 
unimportant. If you peruse the social history literature and look at the 
number oft/rings that are supposed to be c·aused by 'the force of society', 
the rise of the modern state, the ascent of the petty bourgeoisie, the 
reproduction of social domination, the power of industrial lobbies, the 
invisible hand of the market, individual interactions, then the relation 
might just be one where a single cause has a million effects. 136 But a 
cause is a cause is a cause. Is the causing element able to account fin the 
dif(erences between millions of effects-in which case can I generate B, 
C, and D as consequences when I hold A as a cause? Or are these 
differences between millions of events really immaterial-in which 
case sticking simply to cause A implies that I hold everything as 
important, minus marginal perturbations? In both cases, the A cause 
is incleed, for all practical purposes, substitutable with the millions of B, 
C, Ds, etc. But \'oith the 'ascent of the petty bourgeoisie', do I reallY, 
grasp what happened in England, France, and Germany from the 151

' 

to the 20'h century? With the 'automatic feedback of the invisible 
hand', do I really grasp the millions of market interactions throughout 
the whole world? When holding the law of falling bodies, do l grasp 
everything pertinent there is to say about the planet's interactions as 

lJ--.i See Albert Einstein ( 1920_1, Rrlutivdy, the Sprridl 'md thr General Theory For a staging 
of this rematerialization. see PPter Ga!ison (2003), EirL'>tein's Clocks, Poincartb 's Afaps. 

1 >c. This is just what sucial explainers find so convincing in their causality and what 
makes them so proud of their scientific achievements< It's so powerful that it can explain 
so mucli! But they should !ClOk lliOre carefully at the ways in which natural scientists 
establish cunnections beuvcen phenomena and their causalities. It usually means that 
the unkno1vn can generate not only the kn01vn, but also probe deep into the future 
unknown. See the telling example in Bernadette Bensaude-VIncent ( 1986), 'Mendeleev's 
pcrlodic system of chemical elements'. 
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lll<:ll as in the pendulum movement of my mother's old clock? Does 
"society' or the 'market' contain in potentia what it is supposed to cause 
Of not? 'Of course not' would respond the unanimous choir of social 
theorists, •we never claimed such a stupid philosophy of causes'. But 
tl1en what exact role do they really give to 'social forces'? 

I am inventing of course an experiment that has never occurred 
ll<·cause social observers never meant to test their causalities that 
harshly. They would easily grant that social gravitation is not like 
Newtonian gravitation. forced to retreat, I gl1ess they would say that 
Iiley tried to imagine a more modest, fuzzy, and uncertain type of 
Gl!Usality: •some relations' and 'correlations' between different 'factors'. 
lll,it this is just the place not to be fuzzy: What is precisely the relation 
i.n1agined between a social factor and some other phenomenon? This is 
where we have to use again the crucial distinction l introduced earlier 
between intermediary and mediator. Is tlle element B, whose emer
gence is triggered by a factor, treatecl as a mediator, or is it constmed as 
<Ill irrtem1ediizry for some force simply transported intact through the 
;l,gency of the 'factor'? We !lave to be very practical again and as myopic 
as possible: we are not talking here about grandiose epistemological 
questions but about vehicles, movements, displacements, and trans
portation systems. 117 We have to be as pigheaded as possible. If some 
"social factor' is transported through intermediaries, then everything 
i1,11portant is irr tire (actor, not in the intermediaries. For all practical 
purposes, it can be substituted by them without any loss of the nuances. 
!I' society explains religion, then society is enough. If society explains 
law, then society is enough. If society explains science, then ... 

At this point, everylhing falls apart. Why? Because in this case, 11rrd 
only in this one, from the start it has been obvious to the enquirers as well 
as to the informants that 'factors' are unable to transport any action 
through any event reduced to the status of intermediary. Yes, Einstein 
had a turbulent youth and called his theory •revolutionary' and 'rela
tivist', but that does not lead you all the way tirrousir his use of Max
well's equations, only in their vic_-inity; 138 yes, Pasteur was son1ewhat 
reactionary and adored the Empress Eugenie but that does not carry 
you very far through his bacteriology, even though 'it might not be 
unrelated' to his rejection, for instance, of spontaneous generation. l.:\.9 

137 Tl1is obstinacy will pay itself hack at the very t?nd of tills book h'henlvt? will render 
possible the encounters with the bei11gs that ll!akt action possible, encounters that 
have been so far c1elayed by the ill-timed assemblage of the collective in the fonn of a 
society~see p. 23L 

131> A classical example of such an explanation Is offered in Lewis S. Feuer (1974}, 
Einstein and the Generatiuns of Science. 

l3'! See the typical case presented i11 John Farley and Gerald L. Geison (1974), 'Science, 
Politics and Spontaneous generation iu 19th-century France: the Pasteur-Pouchet 
Debate' and Cerald G. Geison (1995), The Privatr Science u{Louis Pdsteur. 
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When they have to transport social explanations to the sanctuary of 
science, factors have an unfortunate tendency to run out of gas! Natur
ally, this had always been true for the transportation of all the other 
entities to the various sanctuaries of law, religion, technology, markets, 
and subjectivities. But before science studies, it was never noticed how 
quickly they came to a full stop. The experiment that never took place 
in social theory about what is really meant by a social explanation of 
anything has been going on in our little field every day when papers are 
written about the history and sociology of the natural sciences. This is 
what has made science studies such a perfect crucible for the whole of 
sociology: finally, thanks to the attempts at socially explaining hard 
scientific facts, we are going to know what they all had meant before by 
'social'. Here is the place for the decisive big jump: Hie Rhodus, hie salta. 

Translation vs. transportation 

We have now reached the very birthplace of what has been called 
'actor~network~theory' or, more accurately, 'sociology of transla~ 

tion'-unfortunately the label never held in English. As I said, ANT is 
simply the realization that something unusual had happened in the 
history and sociology of scientific hard facts, something so unusual 
that social theory could no more go through it than a camel through 
the eye of a needle. 

The Rubicon was crossed, for me at least, when successive connec~ 
tions were accepted of three former non-social objects (microbes, 
scallops, and reefs) that insisted on occupying the strange position of 
being associated with the former social entities we were trying to 
describe. 140 Either they were rejected out of social theory because 
they did not look social enough, or they were welcomed into it. But 
then the very concept of social had to be deeply altered. This second 
solution was the defining moment of what was later called ANT. 

For instance, fishermen, oceanographers, satellites, and scallops 
might have some relations with one another, relations of such a sort 
that they make others do unexpected things-this is the definition of a 
n1ediator, as we have now seen several times. ls there one element in 
this concatenation that can be designated as 'social'? No. Neither 
the functioning of satellites nor the life habits of scallops would be 

J41l See Bntno La10ur (1984!, Les mkrobes, ,..-;uerre et paix, sui-vi de Imiductiam; John Law 
(19B6b), 'On I he Mel hods of LDng-Dislance Conlrol Vessels Navigation and the Portu
gllese Route lo India'; and of course the now mylhical paper on scallops Mkhel Callon 
(1986), 'Some elements of J sociology of translation domestication of I he scallops and 
I he fishermen of 51 Brieux Bay' I hat I here summarize In this section. 
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darified in any way by adding something socu1l to the description. The 
s.odal of sociologists thus appears exactly as it always was, namely a 
superfluity, a purely redundant rear-world adding nothing to the real 
W<>rld except artificial conundrums-just like the ether before relativ
Uy theory helped physicists to re-describe dynamics. Stage one: the 
social has vanished. 

On the other hand, is there anything in the chain deployed that 
cmlld be said to be non social, in the sense of pertaining to a world apart 
ftnln associations, for instance a 'tnaterial objective' one, a 'subjective 
symbolic' one, or a realm of 'pure thoughts'? No. Scallops make the 
fisherman do things just as nets placed in the ocean lure the scallops 
into attaching themselves to the nets and just as data collectors bring 
logether fishermen and scallops in oceanography. From the first three 
uncertainties, we have learned that studying their relations might be 
empirically difficult but is no longer a priori forbidden by the 'obvious 
O:lbjections' that 'things don't talk', 'fish nets have no passion', and 
··only humans have intentions'. Social is nowhere in particular as a 
U1tng among other things but may circulate everywhere as a movement 
connecting non-social things. Stage two: social is back as association. 

We don't know yet how all those actors are connected, but we can 
>lilte as the new default position before the study starts that all the 
actors we are going to deploy might be assodated in such a way that 
Otey make others do things. This is done not by transporting a force that 
wocJUld remain the same throughout as some sort of faithful intermedi
ili')'> but hy generating transfonnations manifested by the many unex
pected events triggered in the other mediators that follow them along 
the line. This is what I dubbed the 'principle of irreduction' and such is 
I he philosophical meaning of ANT: a concatenation of mediators does 
not trace the same connections and does not require the same type of 
e~:planations as a retinue of intermediaries transporting a cause. 

When science studies writers set out to account for Einstein's rela
~:tvity, Pasteur's bacteriology, Kelvin's thermodynatnics, and so on, 
IIley have to draw connections between entities that are completely 
dlfierent from what before was considered to be a string of social 
~xplanations. Those writers state that a factor is an actor in a concaten
•ltion of actors instead of a cause followed by a string of intermediaries. 
,,,,soon as they do that, to their great surprise, the practical details of 
the case at hand seem to provide some explanation of the context that 
was supposed to explain it. Suddenly, it's Pasteur's own bacteria that 
appears to explain, through the new tracer of infectious diseases, a 
la!'ge part of what it meant, during the Second Empire in France, to he 
''socially connected': contagious and uncontaminated people didn't 
-.,stablish the same solidarity as, say, the rich and the poor. The direc
tion of causality between what is to be explained and what provides an 
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explanation is not simply reversed, but thoroughly subverted: the 
contagion redraws the social maps. The British Empire is not only 
'behind' Lord Kelvin's telegraph experiments, it is also given a reach, 
a faster reaction time, a durability it will never have without the tiny 
cables laid out on the ocean. Kelvin's science creates, in part, the 
Empire, which is no longer in the background manipulating him 
unwittingly but made to exist by telegraph wires that are turned into 
full-blown med\ators. 141 1t is this reversal in causality that ANT tried to 
register first for science and technology and then for every other 
topic. 142 This is where it got the strange idea that the social was to be 
explained instead of providing the explanation. We all began to won
der: if we were good enough at describing so many mediators, we 
would realize that there is no need anymore for a society that lies 
'behind'. 14

·' 

As I have said in the introduction, to use the word social for such a 
process is legitimated by the oldest etymology of the word socius: 
'someone following someone else', a 'follower', an 'associate'. To des
ignate this thing which is neither one actor among many nor a force 
behind all the actors transported through some of them but a connec· 
tion that transports, so to speak, transformations, we use the word 
translation-the tricky word 'network' being defined in the next chap
ter as what is traced by those translations in the scholars' accounts. ' 44 

So, the word 'translation' now takes on a somewhat specialized mean
ing: a relation that does not transport causality but induces two me
diators into coexisting. If some causality appears to be transported in a 
predictable and routine way, then it's the proof that other mediators 
have been put in place to render such a displacement smooth and 
predictable (see Part ll). I can now state the aim of this sociology of 
associations n1ore precisely: there is no society, no social realn1, and no 
social ties, /Jut there exist translations /Jetwem mediators that may generate 
traceable associations. Through this book, we will hopefully learn to 
widen the gap between an account that makes use of the social as 
traditionally constmed and this other one that purports to deploy 

141 See Crosbie Smit!I and Norton \Vise (1989), Energy and Empire: A Blogruphical Study 
o(L.nd Kelvin and Brian Cantwell Smith (2003), 'The Devil in the Dlgital Details. Digital 
Abstraction and Concrete Reality'. 

142 Once again, everyone els'e in history. anthrorology, art history, and business 
history had been doing the same all along. See the st11nning example in Carlo Ginzburg 
(1980:), TIIe Cheese and the t·Vomt<>: The Cosmos of a 16lh-Century .Miller for the way to 
respect the metaphysics of a miller. See Alfred D. Chandler (1977), 11Ie Visible Htmd: The 
Mdnagf'riul Rn·olutioll in Ameriwn Business for an account of the growth of companies 
that does not presuppose scale. 

14
·' Had we known Gabriel Tarde earlier, we \vould have saved a lot of effort or at least 

would not haw bad to indulge in tht' ratht'r silly posture that we ha<l invented a brand 
new social theorv. 

144 Calion ref~rs explicitly to t'v1ichel Serres (1974). L1 Traduction (!Jermfs lii). 
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strings of mediators. To learn ANT is nothing more than to become 
>~nsitive to the differences in the literary, scientific, moral, political, 
imd empirical dimensions of the two types of accounts. 

There is more to experience than meets the eye 

What may appear really shocking in such a definition of association is 
11<\t only the strange new meaning it gives to 'social' but also the 
unusual place offered to so-called 'natural' objects. And yet both 
d'1ds of these chains, the social and the natural, have to be dissolved 
siltl,ultaneously. This symmetry is rarely understood by those who 
.tl!.'!lne ANT as a sociology 'extended to non-humans'-as if non
humans themselves had not undergone a transformation as great as 
tl1o'e of the social actors. And yet, if both are not put aside at the same 
time, it is in vain that we will do our fieldwork: whatever new connec
ti.ons we will have traced, some agencies will take up the label 'social' 
illld others the label 'natural', and the incommensurability between 
the two will render invisible the drawing of what we mean by social 
(:ilnnections. How they are associated will be lost for good: scallops will 
>ink back into the deep ocean of natural, material. objective, and 
1111intentional matters of fact, while fishermen will assemble in the 
shabby hut at the entrance of which is written, as in the bad old days of 
Apartheid, 'for intentional humans only'. Meantime, sociologists will 
(:(J.Ine back from the field empty-handed, all their data spoiled by a 
division that contradicts the very practice they tried to account for: 
l'ish and fishermen do not face one another like 'natural' and 'social', 
'object' and 'subject', 'material' and 'symbolic'-and oceanographers 
<~v.en less. Social theory does not have to be confused with Kantism. 

.To make this possible, we have to free the matters of fact from their 
reduction by 'Nature' exactly as much as we should liberate objects 
ll!ld things from their 'explanation' by society. Without this double 
move, our argun1ent is nothing n1ore than a return to classical materi
alism that closely resembles a 'sociology of engineers' complete with 
its 'technical determinism'. The problem is that if it's already difficult 
tn show that the social is an artifact produced by the application of an 
i.Jl.adapted notion of causality, it is even trickier to show that 'Nature', 
~:onceived as the gathering of all non-social matters of fact, should be 
dbpensed with as well. And the utterly puzzled reactions to ANT over 
I' be years is proof enough that this is quite tricky and that the chances 

success are indeed slim. 
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I
I Durkheim against pragmatism 

No one offers a more striking proof of the close link between the 

1 

definition of society and the theory of science than Durkheim when 
I he set himself the task of criticizing pragmatism, then a novel 
J philosophy. This is how he opened his first 1914 class: 

'\Ve are currently witnessing an attack on reason which is truly militant 
and determined. Consequently the problem is of threefold importance. 
l) In the first place, it is of general importance. Pragmatism is in a better 
position than any other doctrine to make 11s see the need for a reform of 
traditional rationalism, for it shows us what is lacking in it. 
2) Next, it is of national importance. Our whole French culture is basically 
and essentially a rationalist one. The 18th century is a prolongation of 
Cartesian! sm. A total negation of rationalism would thus constitute a dan~ 
ger, fur it would overthrow our whole national cult11re. If we had to accept 
the form of irrationalis1n represented by pragmatism, the whole french 
mind would have to be radically changed. 
3) Lastly, it is of philosophical importance. Not only our oilture, but the 
entire philosophical tradition, right from the very beginnings of philosoph~ 
ical speculation is inspired by rationalism. If pragmatism were valid, we 
should have to embark upon a complete reversal of this whole tradition.' 

, (Durkheim 1955) L_ ____________________________________________ ~ 

So this is where the fourth source of uncertainty can help us. lf we 
accept to learn also from the controversies about non~humans, we 
soon realize that matters of fact do not describe what sort of agencies 
are populating the world any better than the words 'social', 'symbolic', 
and 'discursive' describe what is a hu1nan actor and the aliens overtak~ 
ing it. This is no wonder since 'Society' and 'Nature' do not describe 
domains of reality, but are two collectors that were invented together, 
largely for polemical reasons, in the 17'" century. ' 4-' Empiricism, con
ceived as a clear~cut distinction between sensory in1pressions on the 
one hand and mental iudgment on the other, cannot certainly claim 

HS On this long history l can only refer the reader to Steven Shapin and Simon 
Schaffer (1985), Leviathan and the Air~Pump: Hobbes, BIJ)'ie ond the Exper/mentili Life. The 
link betwt:.'en sociology and modernization is so strong that lt's impt1Ssible to disentangle 
one from the other. See Ulrick Beck, Anthony Gid(icns and Scott Lash (1994), Rtflextve 
A.Jodemizotio11: Politics, Tradition and Aesthetics in tht' Modem Social Order; Zygmunl Bau
man (1 997), Postmodemity and it~ Discontents; and Bnmo Karsenti ( 1997), L'Hommt' toto/: 
Sodu/ugie, a11thropulasit' et philosophie c11ez lvfarre/ .~{a/ISS. 
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tn be a complete description of what 'we should be attentive to in 
c.xperience'. 140 

·To pursue our project we don't have to tackle these difficult philo
s,ophlcal questions. We just need to be open-minded about the shape 
ln which former objects of nature might present themselves in the new 
•J.Ssociations we are following. To our great surprise, once the artificial 
boundary between social and natural was removed, non-human en
lilies were able to appear under an unexpected guise. For instance, 
r<.Kks might be useful to knock an idealist back to his senses, but rocks 
l'll geology seemed to be much more varied, much more uncertain, 
lllUCh more open, and deploy many more types of agencies than the 
narrow role given to them in empiricist accounts. ' 47 Steel desks offer a 
gteat opporhmity for angry realists to thump the table in the name of 
'nwterial constraints' so as to bring sociologists back to reality, but 
l<llninated steel in metallurgy offers so many conundnrms on the ways 
material resistance may occur that there is almost no relation between 
what positivist philosophers and material scientists call 'matter'-' 48 

The inflexible drive of genetic make-up may be great for socio-biolo
gists to ridicule the socialist dream of nurturing a better humanity, but 
genes in biogenetics take so many contradictory roles, obey so many 
<lpposite signals, are 'made up' of so many influences that if there is 
one thing that cannot be done with them it is to silence an adver
s,l!y.I49 Computers might offer an advertisement for the best example 
of hype, but chips in computer science require vast institutions in order 
lo live up to their reputation as 'formal machines·. rso Everywhere, the 
empirical multiplicity of former 'natural' agencies overflows the nar
row boundary of matters of fact. There exists no direct relation be
tween being real and being indisputable. 
· Empiricism no longer appears as the solid bedrock on which to build 
everything else, but as a very poor rendering of experience. This pov
erty, however, is not overcome by n1oving away from n1aterial experi~ 
~nee, for instance to the 'rich human st1bjectivity', but closer to the 

146 This is Whitehead's expression. See WiUiam James (1890}, T11e l'rinciples uf'Psych
olo!!,-ry, John Dewey 0930 reprinted in 1948 complete works 19H2), Reomstmction in 
Philosoph>', and Stengers Penser 11Vcc lVhitehead. That empiricism has never been simply 
about matters of fact is marvel!ouslv shown in Lorraine Daston (1988), 'The Factual 
Sensibility: an Essay Review on ArtifaCt and Experiment' and Jessica Rishln (2002}, Scimre 
in the Age o{SerL>'i/l/lity: The Ser1timmtai Empiricists o(The French EniighUmncllt, 

147 See the chapter on rocks in Hacking, The Suciai c:omtmctian of'Whdt? 
HB See rablo Jensen (2CXH), Entrer en matifre: Lt's 11tmnes expiiq11ent~ils /c moruie? 
149 See Evelyn Fox~Keller (2000), The Centlrry a( the ()'cne; Sophie Hoodart (2(XJOJ, 'Et le 

Scientifique tint le monde: Ethnologie d'un labmatoire japonai~ de gE-m>tique du com
portement'; and Rich{(rd Lewontin (2000}, The Triple Ht'iix: Gel/(', Organism and Environ
ment. 

151) Brian Cmtwe/1 Smith (1997), On tile Origins o{Obj(l(tS. 
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much variegated lives materials have to offer. 151 It's not true that one 
should fight reductionism by adding some human, symbolic, subject· 
ive, or social 'aspect' to the description since reductionism, to begin 
with, does not render justice to objective facts. What could be called 
the first empiricism managed, for political reasons, to obscure the 
many tours and detours of objectivity and to reduce non·humans to 
shadows. Far from 'owning objectivity', positivists are more like ab
sentee landowners who don't seem to know what to do with their 
properties. It just happens that we, in science shrdies, might know. 

The great chance of ANT is that objectivity's many folds become 
visible as soon as one n1oves a bit closer to where agencies are made to 
express themselves, namely scientific laboratories-or where labora
tories are brought into more intimate contact with daily life, which is 
quite often nowadays. Positivists were not very inspired when they 
chose 'facts' as their elementary building blocks to build their cath· 
edral of certainty. They acted as if it was the most primitive, solid, 
incontrovertible, undisputable material, as if all the rest could be 
reduced to it. But there was more than one straw in the solid matter 
they chose as their foundation.rsz The etymology itself should have 
made them shudder: How could a fact be that solid if it is also fabri· 
cated? As the shortest inquiry in the most primitive laboratory shows, 
and as Ludwik Fleck proved long ago, facts are about the least primi. 
tive, the most complex, the most elaborated, and the most collective 
makeup there is! 153 

Heck on Wassermall's reaction to detect syphilis 
ln his pioneering book, the founder of sociology of science elabor
ates a much finer description of the 'genesis' of scientific fact that is 
usually recognized by those who read it through a Kantian or a 
Kuhnian lens: 154 

'To give an accurate historical account of a scientific dlscipline is impos~ 
sible. lt is as if we wanted to record in Y..'liting the natural course of an 
excited conversation among several persons all speaking simultaneol!sly 
<1mong themselvts and each clamoring to make himself heard, yet which 
nevertheless permitted a consensus to crystallize.' (Fleck 1981: 15) 

t~t The tmllkely case of sugar beets has helped Fran~ois Me!aJd to pwvide one of the 
best applications of what happens to soCiety wben things are brtWght ln. See F1an\ois 
~.1e1ard (2001) 'L'aHtorite des instruments dans Ia p10duction du lien sociql: le cas de 
!'analyse polarimE:trique dans l'tndustrie sucriE-rt• beige'. 

1 ~1 Durkheim bad not much chance either when he proposed to treat 'social tacts ilS 
things', since what is sociql, what is a fact, and what is a thing are probably the three 
mrrs~ controveiSi3L uHcertain, and shaky concepts of philosophy! 

15·' See Ludwig Fleck (1981) Genesis and Development of a Scientific Fact and Ludwik 
Fleck, Robert 5. Cohen and Thomas Scllnelle (1986) Cnguition and Fact: ltfaterials on 
L1Jd1vik Fleck. 

I'd The metaphor of lens or presupposition is actually the one ust•d by Kuhn in his 
fore,vord to Fleck's book. 
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But his definition of social is clearly positive and non negative, 
ll]at is, the more social there is, the more realism there is: 

'Every epistemological theory is trivial that does not take this sociological 
dependence of all cognition into account in a fundamental and detailed 
n1;anner. But those who consider social dependence a necessary evil and 
~.mfortunate human inadequacy which ought to be overcome fail to realize 
lhat -without social conditioning no cognition is even possible. Indeed, the 
vt)·:ry word "cognition" acquires meaning only in connection with a 
thought collective.' (Fleck 1981: 43) 

This is what makes him at odds with sociologists like Durkheim: 
'All these thinkers trained in sociology and classics, however, no matter how 

productive their ideas, commit a characteristic error. TI1ey exhibit an excessive 
n:!SJ~;~ct, bordering on pious reverence for scientific facts'. (Fleck 1981: 4 7) 

But the ambiguous notion of 'thought collective' is in no way 
. akin to traditionally conceived social intluence: 

'If we define "thollght collective" as a community of persons mutually 
<exchanging idetls or maintainins cultural interaction, we will find by implictition 
f'lwt it also provides the sped til "canier" f(Jr the historical dL"Vl'lopment of any field 
of thought, as well tiS for the given stock o(knowledge and level of culture. 11Iis WI' 

have designated thought styli!. The thought collective thlls sllpplies the miss~ 
1.ing component'. (Fleck 1981: 39) 

Thought collective is not what conditions or limits the fact pro-
duction, but what allows it to emerge: 

I. 

I. 
'Tl1is is how a fact arises. At first there is a signal of resistance in the chaotic 

initial thinking, then a definite thought constraint, and finally <1 form to be 
directly perceived. A fact always oco1rs in the context of the history of 

. thought and is always the result of a definite thought style'. (Fleck 1981: 95) 

This realist attitude toward the social allows Fleck to shift from 
the notion of collective practice to that of the event: 

1We can s1 tmmarize as follows ollr theory of the recognition of the rela~ 
tion between the Wassermann reaction and syrphilis. The discovery---or the 
Invention-of the Wasserman reaction occurred dllring a lmiqlle historical 
process, which can be neither reproduced by experiment nor confirmed by 
logic. The reaction was worked out, in spite of many en01s, through socio~ 
psychological motives and a kind of collective experience. From this point a( 
vit'11l the n'lation bettvecn the Wassennann reaction and syphili.Hirl undoubted 
(ad~br.xomes an t'Vt'rlt in the history oftlwught'. (Fleck 198 L 97) 

The notion of event becomes the way to overcome the symmetric 
limits of sociologists and epistemologists: 

'Trl!th is not "relative" and certainly not "sl!bjective" in the popul<11 
sense of the word. 1t is always, or almost ahvays, completely determined 
v·.rithin a thought style, One can neve1 say that the same thought is true for 
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A and false for B. lf A and B belong to the s"me thought collective, the 
thought will be either tme or false for both. But if they belong to different 
thought collectives, it will just not be the same thought! lt must either be 
nncletlr to, or be understood differently by, one of them. Tnlth is not a 
convention but rather (1) in historical perspective, an event in the history 
of thought, (2) in its contemporary context, stylized thought constraint'. 
(Fleck 1981: lllOJ 

ANT is not interested only in freeing human actors from the prison 
of the social but in offering natural objects an occasion to escape the 
narrow cell given to matters of fact by the first empiricism. 155 This is 
what l have always found so refreshing in science studies: until its 
development, the conversation between philosophers, sociologists, 
and political scientists about the right divide between 'Nature' and 
'Society' had always been illustrated by boring, routine, millenary old 
matters of fact such as stones, rugs, mugs, and hammers that were 
basically things Neanderthals could have been using already. Those 
objects are perfectly respectable but, as we saw in the preceding chap
ter, they no longer leave a trace, and thus there is no way they could 
appear again as tnediators. ISfi 

The discussion begins to shift for good when one introduces not 
matters of fact, but what l now call matters of concem. While highly 
uncertain and loudly disputed, these real, objective, atypical and, 
above all, interesting agencies are taken not exactly as object but rather 
as gatherings. 157 You cannot do with Monte Carlo calculations what 
you do with mugs; you cannot do with genetically modified organisms 
what you do with mats; you cannot do with quaternions what you do 
with black swans. 1" This is exactly what the fourth uncertainty wishes 
to thrive fron1: the tnapping of scientific controversies about n1atters 
of concern should allow us to renew from top to bottom the very scene 
of empiricism-and hence the divide between 'natural' and 'social'. 
A natural world made up of matters of fact does not look quite the 
same as a world consisting of matters of concern and thus cannot be 

~-~ 5 Latour. Politi(S n{Nottm>, Chapter 2. 
lv-. Except of course in the t>Xpert hands of archaeolugists and ethnographers. 5-i:e 

f'ier\.e Lt'!Uonnler, TerJuw/ogim/ Choice.>. 
l\. Marti-n H.eidegger (1977), Th£ Q11cstion c·onccming TerJuwlosr (rnd Other Esw,rs. 

On the rereading of this argument, see Graham Harman (2002), Tnnl-Beitrg: Hcides:.._<;;er 
and the Metaphysics ofObitcts. 

lC'k See Peter Galison (1997), Jnwse mrd Lngic: A ,\f(rterial C11lt11re o(Mirmphysb and 
Pickering The Afotrsie (l( Pt(lctire. 
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wwd so easily as a foil for the 'symbolic-human-intentional' social 
OHk'r. This is why what could be referred to as the second empiricism 
dD<'sn't look at all like the first: its science, its politics, its esthetics, its 
UlOtality are all different from the past. It is still real and objective, but 
i.t is livelier, more talkative, active, pluralistic, and more mediated than 

· th'' other. 
'lhere is, however, nothing radical or revolutionary in going from 

th~ first to the second empiricism. The shift from one world to the 
•.H.b~!r did not require great ingenuity, courage, and originality from 
,,\NT scholars. Scientists and engineers in their laboratories were every 
(l;Jy making the production of facts more visible, more risky, more costly, 
mare debatable, more interesting, and more publicly relevant as even a 
cursory look at any technical magazine easily showed. Matters of fact 
may remain silent, they may allow themselves to be simply kicked and 
thumped at, but we are not going to run out of data about matters of 
cnncern as their tmces are now found everywhere. lf there is something 
disheartening for sociologists of associations, it is not the deep silence 
of a mute 'Nature' that would render their enquiries impossible and 
!'o:JtCe them to stick to the 'symbolic' human realm, but the sheer flood 
of information on the many modes in which matters of concern exist 
iill the contemporary world. How could we be up to the task and do 
justice to such a rising mass of evidence? 

A list to help deploy matters of concern 

The solution, once again, is to learn how to feed off uncertainties, 
illstead of deciding in advance what the furniture of the world should 
l.ook like. The inquiry can go on as long as we learn how to take the 
poison out of the concept of nature in the same way we did for the 
lwin concept of society. In 'society' we learned to distinguish the 
Jl~SOciations-which we kept-from a substance made of social 
sh<ff-which we rejected. Similarly, in 'nature' we are going to keep 
the deployment of reality and reject its premature unification into 
m.atters of fact. If it was a mistake to jump from the idea of association 
to the conclusion that they are phenomena made of social stuff; it's a 
symmetric error to conclude from an interest in non-humans that 
they will look like matters of !acts-which are nothing more than a 
dutnbed~down version of n1atters of concern as any reading in science 
>tlldies will show. 

For instance, spermatozoids used to be obstinate little machos swim
ruing forcefully toward the powerless ovule; they are now attracted, 
(!nrolled, and seduced by an egg the agency ot which is becoming so 
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subtle now that it can select the good sperm from the bad-or at least 
this is what is now disputed in developmental physiology. " 9 Genes 
were supposed to transport information coding for the proteins, but 
they are also considered as competing with one another for food, thus 
ruining the information transfer metaphor-or at least this is what is 
no\v disputed atnong son1e geneticists. 16° Chin1panzees were supposed 
to be nice sociable partners offering the image of a good savage para, 
dise but now look fiercely competitive, prone to assassination and to 
devious Machiavellian plots-or at least this is what is disputed in 
primatology. 161 Topsoil was supposed to be a compact set of inert 
matter arranged in layers of different colors that soil scientists learned 
how to map; it now swarms with such a great number of micro 
organisms that only microzoologists can explain this miniaturized 
jungle-or at least this is what is disputed among some pedologists. 162 

Computers were supposed to be stupid digital machines but now 
appear to be achieving digitality through a bewildering set of material 
analog signals bearing no relation with formal calculations-or at least 
this is what is disputed among some theorists of computing. 163 

Such a multiplicity does not mean that scientists don't know what 
they are doing and that everything is just fiction, but rather that science 
studies has been able to pry apart exactly what the ready,made notion 
<)f 'natural objective matters of fact' had conflated too fast, namely 
reality, unity, and indisputability164 When you look for the first, you 
do not get automatically the two others. And this has nothing to do 
with the 'interpretive flexibility' allowed by 'multiple points of views' 
taken on the 'same' thing. It is the thing itself that hils been allowed to be 
deployed as multiple and thus allowed to be grasped through different 
viev,voints, before being possibly unified in some later stage depending 
on the abilities of the collective to unify them. 165 There are simply 
more agencies in the pluriverse, to use William James's expression, 
than philosophers and scientists thought possible. 

The important ethical, scientific, and political point here is that 
when we shift from the world of matters of fact to the worlds of matters 
of concern, we can no longer be satisfied either by the indifterer~ce to 

1 ~9 See tbt> chapter in ShirlPy Stn1111 and Linda Fedlgan (2000), Primate Encounters by 
Tang~Martinez, Z. 'Paradigms and Primates: Bateman's Princlples, Passive Fen1ales, and 
Prospectlves from Other Taxa. pp. 260-274. 

~Ml See Jean-Jacques Kttpiec and Pierre Sonigo (20CX:l), l'li Dieu ni gh-1e. 
161 See Frans De \Vaal (1982), Chimpa!lzce Politit's: Power and Sex Amvng Apes. 
162 See Alain R11ellan and ~·1ireille Dosso (1993), Regards srrr le soL 
ILl See Adam Lowe and Simon Schaffer (19991, N()lse. 
Jc..; This is the dedslve lesson 1 draw from Marc Berg and Anne~Marie Mol (199B), Differ~ 

cnce.~ ifl ,\.fedid!le: Unraveling Pmctias, Teclvriqnes orui BodieJ and Mol, The Bod;v lvfnlliple. 
1"> This is also the dividing line benveen postmodernisJU. \Vhich believes that its task 

is to add multiplicity to a world overly unified by 'master Narratiws', and ANT which 
reels that multiplicity is a property of things, not or humans interpreting things. 
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n:ality that goes with multiple 'symbolic' representations of the 'same' 
n;1ture or with the premature unification provided by 'nature'. By in, 
duding the many results of the sciences into the zoos of agencies at 
wbrk together in the world, we have crossed another Rubicon, the one 
l'"ading from metaphysics to onto/crciJ'. 166 lf traditional social theory was 
agJiinst delving into the first, it is even more hesitant to sink into the 
M;Cond, which reminds it too much of its own philosophical infancy. 
And yet, if we wish to travel, we have to learn how to swim these 
turbulent waters. 

To go from metaphysics to ontology is to raise again the question of 
what the real world is really like . .'1s long as we remain in metaphysics, 
!here is always the danger that deployment of the actors' worlds will 
!'(~main too edsy because they could be taken as so tnany representations 
<:It what the world, in the singular, is like. In which case we would not 
lHI.Ve moved an inch and would be back at square one of social explan, 
<!!:Jon-namely back to Kant's idealism. 

The danger cannot be exaggerated when we consider that the open, 
Illtndedness shown, for instance, by anthropologists about the 
'other's' cosmologies is often due to their certainty that those repre, 
S0ntations have no serious relation to the solid world of matters of fact. 
In t11e scholar's tolerance for wild beliefs, a great deal of condescension 
l'llight seep through. There may be thousands of ways of imagining 
how kinships bring children into existence, but there is only, it is 
;ugued, one developmental physiology to explain how babies really 
grow in the womb. There may be thousands of ways to design a bridge 
and to decorate its surface, but only one way for gravity to exert its 
lorces. The first multiplicity is the domain of social scientists; the 
s~cond unity is the purview of natural scientists. Cultural relativism is 
m.ade possible only by the solid absolutism of the natural sciences. 
Such is the default position of the endless debates going on, for in, 
st<mce, between physical and human geography, physical and cultural 
anthropology, biological psychiatry and psychoanalysis, material and 
social archaeology, and so on. There is unity and objectivity on one 
side, multiplicity and symbolic reality on the other. 

This is just the solution that ANT wishes to render untenable. With 
such a divide between one reality and many interpretations, the con, 
tinuity and commensurability of what we call the associations would 
Immediately disappear, since the multiple will nm its troubled histor, 
leal course while the unified reality will remain intact, untouched, and 
remote from any human history. But it's not the case that shifting 

160 1 made no pretenn:· to folJow standard definitions, giwn the long aml variable 
history nf those vwrds. ln what follows, 'ontolog~/' is the same thing as 'metaphysics', tn 
which the q11esUon of tmth and unification haw bt•en added. 
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from social to natmal objects means shifting from a bewildering 
multiplicity to a welcoming unity. We have to shift, yes, but from an 
impoverished repertoire of intermediaries to a highly complex and 
highly controversial set of mediators. Controversies over ontologies 
turn out to be just as interesting and controversial as metaphysics, 
except that the question o(trut/1 (of what the world is really like) cannot 
be ignored with a blase pose or simplified a priori by thumping on desks 
and kicking at stones. 167 Even once reality has fully set in, the question 
of its unity is still pending. The common world has still to be collected 
and composed. As we shall see at the end of this book, this is where the 
social sciences may regain the political relevance that they seem to 
have lost by abandoning the ether of the social and the automated use 
of the critical repertoire that it allowed. There is no rear, world behind 
to be med as a judge of this one, but in this lowly world there lie in 
wait 1nany 1nore worlds that 1nay aspire to becon1e one--or not

1 

depending on the assembly work we will be able to achieve. 
Fortunately, we don't have to solve those arduous questions all at 

once in order to do om work as sociologists. We don't even have to 
deploy the complete set of agencies manifested by matters of concern. 
We simply have to make sme that their diversity is not prematurely 
closed by one hegemonic version of one kind of matter of fact claiming 
to be what is present in experience-and that goes, of course, for 
1power 1 and 1Society 1 as well as for 1lnatter 1 and 1Nature 1

• Once again
1 

the key training for practicing ANT is negative at first. 
A to,do list will help m maintain the empirical grasp needed as the 

considerable difficulties of this theory might force us to lose our way. 
First, the great advantage of following scientific facts is that as the 

name indicates they are fabricated, they exist in many different shapes 
and at very different stages of completion. While all these differences 
were shamelessly hidden when they were med as the 'elementary 
building blocks' of 'the world' in the singular, they provide massive 
amounts of information as soon as they are brought back into their 
1

factorieS
1

1 namely their laboratories and research institutes. Science 
studies now offers many devices to follow facts in the making and to 
multiply the sites where they have not yet become cold, routine 
matters of fact. 

Second, those sites are no longer limited to laboratories. This is the 
great virtue of contemporary science and technology. It has extended 
itself so much, in so many settings, in ever closer intimacy with daily 
life and ordinary concerns, that it is hard to follow a course of action 

1 ~'
7 

J maintain tile ph1ral for ontologies to remind the reader that this UltHy is not the 
result of wh<lt thf~ world is like at first encounter, but what tllr o;•lCHki might become 
provided it"s collected anti assembled. 
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.. 11.nywhere in indmtrial societies without bumping into one of their 
outcomes. The more science and technology extend, the more they 
r<,:nder social ties physically traceable. A material infrastructme pro, 

· vides everyday more proof of a precise follow up of associations, as any 
l•~<Jk at the World Wide Web turned World Wide Lab shows. 

l'hird, experiments and the controversies they generate provide a 
>ott of continuous site to check what metaphysics and ontology could 
mean practically for scientists at work. The very organization of sci, 
<~nee-through grant application, large scale experiments, congresses, 
publications/ controversies/ consensns conferences--offers to the ana~ 
ly'$t a continnous source of infonnation on how to raise the question 
uf ontology. It is in the scientific institutions that we may find the 
('asiest access to understand what it n1eans to increase the range of 
~~g:encieS 1 to explore alternative theories of actions/ withont abandon~ 
i:ng the quest for reality. Scientific practice is the drosophila of social 
tllC'OfY since it offers an exaggerated and scaled up version of what can 
l<lter be studied in much more inaccessible domains. Once yon learn 
how to respect shifting ontologies, yon can tackle more difficult en, 
titles for which the question of reality has been simply squeezed out of 
,;xistence by the weight of social explanations. 168 Compared to other 
d.Qlllains1 science is easier becanse the debates abont the detonrs of 
objectivity are much more traceable. 

Fonrth, without any help from sociologists of science, the very 
difference between matters of fact and matters of concern has been 
made publicly visible by the growing intensity of controversies over 
·'natural things'. The difference between reality and unity becomes 
palpable when courts have to decide on expert knowledge, when 
heads of state have to make decisions about natural phenomena, 
when consensus conferences are brought together to stabilize some 
geopolitical controversy/ when scientists are criticizing their peers in 
the press for not having followed adequate protocols, when public 
discussions are going on about the fate of the Gulf Stream, etc. While 
before you had to go back and forth between reality and fiction as if it 
was the only road worth taking, it is now possible to distinguish the 
procedures allowing for realities-now in the plmal-and those lead, 
ing to stability and unity. 164 To maximize the fabulous power of their 
etymology, objects have now become things again: the disputed topic 
of a virtual assembly. 170 

168 A useful case of this. is offered by a study of religion that takE's t\Je Catholic Cod as 
an instance of actor-network. See Albert Piette (1999), L.1 religion de pri:s: L'activitt; reli
sieuse en trail1 de se (a ire. 

1m See Calion, LascoulJles an£\ Bart l1e, Agir da11S un nwnde b1certain. 
170 See Latour anrl.WeibeL Makilt\f Things. Public. 
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As should now be clear, what has limited inquiries so far is not thc~ 
lack of traces nor the inherent technical difficulties of the task, but thc! 
conceptual obstacles rendering them a priori impossible. Even thougll 
these obstacles look formidable since they deal with the two main 
defects of social science-the concept of 'social' and the concept ol 
'science' -they might be no more than paper tigers once the fourth 
source of uncertainty has been added to the three others. What is sure' 
is that the empirical domain that is opened is so vast, so rewarding, s.(l 

varied that it is already hard to remember that it had been forbidden 
for so long to social scientists. lf the third source of uncertainty 
allowed sociologists to catch up with 'anatomicallv modern humans', 
whose existence h.1s been shared with artif,1cts for hundreds of thou. 
sands of years, it might be time, using the fourth, to catch up with a . 
world made of matters of concern. 

When we list the qualities of an ANT account, we will make sure that 
when agencies are introduced they are never presented simply as 
matters of fact but always as matters of concern, with their mode of 
fabrication and their stabilizing mechanisms clearly visible. ln add; 
ition, we will be especially attentive to counteract the deconstruction 
mood by making sure that multiplicity is not associated with 'inter• 
pretive flexibility' or with a weakening of the empirical grasp. Finally, 
we will be attentive to the procedures through which the multiplicity 
of reality-metaphysics-can be distinguished from its progressiv'·' 
unification-ontology. . 

Alas, if it takes just a few hours to get rid of the obstacles of the · 
sociology of the social (the time needed to read the previous chapters), 
then the harder part is before us. just when conceptual obstacles haw~ 
been removed, the real hurdles become visible: how to write an accozm/ 
that could live up to the prospects of the sociology of associations. 
That is the new difficulty-and hopefully the last one-we now have 
to tackle before starting our travels. 

Fifth Source of Uncertainty: 
Writing Down Risky 

Accounts 

"T' his introduction to ANT begins to look like another instance of 
.. 1: Zeno's paradox, as if every segment was split up by a host of 
:1.nediators each claiming to be taken into account. 'We will never get 
!h<l·re! How can we absorb so many controversies?' Having reached this 
jJoint, the temptation is great to quit in despair and to fall back on 

· I:~IJ:lJ:C.! reasonable social theories that would prove their stolid common 
. sc~nse by ignoring most of the sources of uncertainty l have reviewed. 
W•~ could swallow one, maybe two, but not four in a row. Unfortu
nately, I have not found a way to speed things up: t/Jis type of science 
101 that type of social should be as slow as the multiplicity of objections 
;:ll'ld objects it has to register in its path; it should be as costly as it is 
n<~cessary to establish connections among the many mediators it finds 

· swm:ming at every step; and it should be as reflexive, articulated, and 
idiosyncratic as the actors cooperating in its elaboration. lt has to be 
.l!,lll .. e to register differences, to absorb multiplicity, to be remade for 
•!<l<:h new case at hand. This is why the four sources of uncertainty 
have to be tackled courageously all at once, each adding its set of 
differences to the others. lf one is missing, the whole project falls 
;11~Ut 

llut l confess the difficulty: ls it not counterproductive in the end to 
abandon the convenient shorthand of social explanations, to split 
llalrs indefinitely about what is or is not a group, to trick intennediar

. i.c•s into behaving as mediators, to register the queerest idiosyncrasies 
<:>f the humblest actors, to set up long lists of objects participating in 
<Ktion, and to drop the background made of solid matters of fact for 
!IJe foreground of shifty matters of concern? How ridiculous is it to 
dudm that inquirers should 'follow the actors themselves', when the 

· :l<:tors to be followed swarm in all directions like a bee's nest disturbed 
il)i a wayward child? Which actor should be chosen? \Vhich one 

.>11ould be followed and for how long? And if each actor is made of 




